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1.0 SUMMARY

Heatshield materials were successfully manufactured using braided tapes

consisting r rubber-modified-silica-phenolic (PRMSP) and glass reinforced

phenolic resin. Tests and evalu~ilcns cnznisting of ablation, erosion, thermal

and mechanical properties were used to evaluate the perfcrmance of heatshield

materials fabricated from braided versus conventional bias-cut broacgood tapes.

Analyses of test results indicated that heatshield materials tapewrapped with

braided tapes provided similar properties except for mechanical strengths.

Bra 4.ding of tapes offer advantages over commercial bias-cut materials.

The advantages include the ability to manufacture ý_ntinuous tapes at the !

desired width plus a balanced tape construction. Also, cost benefits can he

realized from the elimination of slitting and stitching operation which are

currently required for bias-cut broadgoods. The stitching of bias tapes also

results in randomly located splice joints in the final heatshield product.

A series of tasks were undertaken in this program to evaluate and

demonstrate the technology of fabricating heatshield materials using br-ids.

Numerour manufacturing approaches were taken and demonstrated, with the final

result being a manufacturing demonstration. Drawbacks of braided materials

were also identified and these specifically relate to the selection of braid

design and prepregging problems. Additional efforts are required in these areas

to optimize the braided tape technology for heatshield applications.

I
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1 2.0 INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of this program was to deveLop tle manufacturing

technology necessary for fabricating low cost heatshield materials using a

K Icontinuo'is/spliceless prepreg tape and to demonstrate this technology by fabri-

1• uating and evaluating subscale hardware. It was also the objective to utilize

state-of-the-art (SOTA) wrapping methods which have been established for a

L jvariety of strategic heatshie.d materials.

Fabrication of a prepreg tape which is continucus offers both potential

cost and performance advantages over bias-cut tapes which are currently being

Nused to manufacture heatshieids. To understand this rationale,a review of

11 current SOTA heatshie'-d fabrication methods is discussed.

The majority of composite heatshield structures are fabricated using tape-

wrapping techniques. This process essentially consists of wrapping strips of

Sprepregged tape (i.e.,ei im.pregnated and Btaemtril oudamade

'hich is representative of the structural shape of the heatshield. (Refer to
xl • Figure 1.) The strips of tape are wrapped at an angle to either the surface or

the centerline of the mandrel. The angle the tape fornms to the mandrel's

surface is called .ither the "wrap angle" or "shingle angle" of the heatshield.

• An angle grea:er than 0- 's necessary for aerodynamic, ablation and insulation

-zornside-'atioas. Wher wrapping at an angle to the mandrel surface, the tape is

r airkA tc sýtretch and conform. The magnitude of tha required conformability

,s dapenYf nt on the diameter of the structure, the wall thickness requirements

cC the hLatshield azd the desired shingle angle. In essence the inside and out-

side diamaters of the tape requi.re differerv: maqnntudes of stretch and conform-

abi.1ity. This .e cnm.Lonl* referred to the wrap -at4o, %aiua i a the quotient

ot.•nel F-om the o)!ts.de diameter and irside diametpr /iclh 'the tape forms on

2
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| i
the mandrel.

Tape wrapped heatshields were originally devnlc-ed in tne late 1950's

and early 1960's for use on IRBM's developed by the U.S. Army. The manu-

j facturing methods have not advanced significantly since.

Conventionally woven fabric or tapes (i.e., the warp and fill yarns cross

at right angles) do not provide the stretch and conformability characteristics

necessary to manufacture a tapewrapped heatshield which contains a

shingle angle greater than a few degrees. This is a result of the continuous

yarns in the circumferential direction of the tape. The stretching ability

of the tape (i.e., straight tape) is essentially nonexistant; therefore, the

variation in the required inside to outside diameters of the tape wrapped

j heatshield do not permit their use. To overcome this problem, materials manu-

factured for tape wrapping are obtained by weaving conventional broadgoods,

impregnating and B-staging with the selected resin system and then cutting

strips at a 450 angle to the eige of the fabric. (See Figure 2.) This material

is referred to as bias-cut tapes.

The strips of bias-%.at tapes are subsequently joined by either overlapping

or butting the ends. Joining is accomplished by stitching the overlapped or

butted tape lengths. Bias-cut tapes provide the needed conformability since

neither the warp or fill yarns are continuous. In addition, the material has

the ability for limited stretch since movement of the yarns are permitted.

There are drawbacks to using bias-cut materials which are related to either

cost and/or potential performarce problems. In terms of cost, the length of

the individual strips of tape is limited by the width of the woven brcad&cods.

For example, most broadgoeds are manufactured batween forty (40) inches to

! seventy-two (72) inches wide and the corresponding length of a sin.gle bias-cut

~ L 4
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I strip is fifty-six (56) inches to one hundred (100) inches long. The costs

I involved to stitch the lengths of tape veries for different materials, however,

the stitching operation adis 15% to 20% to the material cost.

The potential drawbac.:.s of bias-cut tapes are two-fold with respect to

heatshield performance. First, woven broadgoods contain an inbalance in weave

construction. The fiber volumes ara unequal in the warp and fill direction

j due to the variation in yarn end count (i.e., yarn ends per linear inch).

High quality fabrics used for manufacturing prepregged tapes contain a four

1 (4) percent difference in yarn volume between the warp and fill direction.

Second, the splice joints result in a random distribution throughout the

fabricated heatshield. These discontinuities vary in location because the

circumference of a conical shaped structure changes constantly along its central

axis, hence, splice joints are randomly located.

I The effects of having different warp and fill yarn counts which protrude

to the heatshield surface and the presence of radome splice joints on the

I ablating surface have been extensively studied. The primary purpose of these

have been to analytically model and identify their effect(s) on the flow field

and roll torque characteristics. These analyses provided only limited success

and were not positively verified by ground simulation and flight tasting.

However, elimination of yarn inbalance and minimizing splice joints would result

in more reproducible and predictable heatshields.

An alternate method for producinq tapes is by braidinq. The manufacture

of fiber reinforced tapes using a braiding approach offer three main advantages.

[ First, the tape can be fabricated at the desired tape width. This eliminates

the fabric slitting operation required for conventional bias-cut materials.

[ Second, braided materials can be made continuiusly, thus aliminattng stitching

operations. Also, braiding provides the capability to tailor the reinforcament

6
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in terms of stretch/confo-mability. For example, the angle the yarns form at

their crossover point can be controlled, thus providing a tape which contains

either high stretch (low braid anglew) or very low stretch (high braid angles).

Standard comnercial braidirng equipment can be used to fabricate continuous

tapes. Any yarn which can be handled or woven on conventional looms or winding

equipment can also be braided.

The simplest way to describe braiding is to illustrate a maypole dance

with figures that represent braiding machine carriers. (See Figure 3). In this

illustration the characters pass inside and then outside of each other traveling

in opposite directions on different tracks. The ribbon which the characters

hold forms a spiral around the pole. The weave pattern formed by the ribbon

is typically called a "basket weave". When an even number of characters are

used,a tubular braid is formed. When an odd number of characters are used, a

flat braid is formed. This is accov~plished by reversing the direction of the

char&cters at a designated point on the track called terminals and shifting to

a different track.

A braided tape is defined by its shape (whether flat or tubular), the

braid angle (which is the angle the yarns form with respect to the edge of the

tapl, yarn count (which J s the number of yarn ends wound on each braiding machine

carrier), packing (which describes the fineness of the weave), and the addition of

warp yarns (can be accomplished by inserting yarns through warp tubes), These

tubes are located equally spaced around the braiding track and for every two

braid carriers a machine contains one warp tube. The warp yarns do not spiral

around the braid (tubular braid) or travel from edge to edge (flat braid) but

lay straight in tte braid parallel to the centerline of the tape. (Rafer to

Figure 4).

7
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A braid design is controlled by the type of yarn selected, the number I
of braiding machine carriers, the number of yarn ends wound on each braid

carrier and the location of the braiding point.. The braiding point is centrally

6. located above the braiding machine and by adjusting it up or down the braid

argle and yarn packing can be altered. These parameters are controlled in

combination with the speed of the take-off equipwient. The typ.: of yarn selected,

machine carriers and yarn ends per braid carriers control the physical

characteristics of the braid. For e::ample, using a single end, very fire yarn

(i.e., low deaier), the maximum obtainable braid diameter (tubular braid) or

width (flat braid) is limited by the number of machine carriers. To ottain a

wider tape, a machine which containx a higher number of carriers or multiple

ends of yarn must be used.

To carry out the program objectives, a series of tasks were identified

which would result in the development and demonstration of heatshields maau-

factured with a braided tape. The following section discusses the approach to

athe mnufacturing technology developrent.

2.1 Approach

The in•tent of this program was to develop the manufacturing technology

using continuous/spliceless br'iied tape and demonstrate its application t-)

current U.S. Army heatshield requirements.

The first task w:,s a heatshield material requirements review to enable

selection of a heatshield mater-al and construction for manufacturing technology

development. The Pershing II ballistic missile was selected as the baseline

with material requirements being defined based on the ar'ticipated aerodynamic

10



heating, predLcted t-ajectories and erosion resist•nce requirement: . With

tne heatshield requirements defined factors such as yarn type, shingle angle,

and heatshitld wall thickness were considered in establishing m.aterial selection.

Under the second task, baseline fabrication studies were conducted to

identify a braid design. The braiding process was selected to be suitable for

manufacturing tapes which contain the fiber types, fiber volume and physical

processing characteristics consistant with heatshield requirements. Identified

were material constructions adaptable to commercial braiding and SOTA tape-

wrapping equipment. Unacceptable were material constructions which required

major alterations to braiding equipment or the redesign of the wrapping lathe.

The desired characteristics of the braid were a material which exhibited the

conformability, high yarn packing (i.e., plaits/inch is synonyw.us with picks/

inch for a woven material) and handling characteristics of coamercially avail-

able bias-cut tapes. The braid construction and design parameters selected

for investigation consisted of flat braids, tubular braids, variation3 in braid

angle, the addition of continuous w-rp yarns and all of these parameters compared

against variations in the number of yarn ends for braiding machine carriers.

Once a braid construction(s) was selected,prepregging procedures were

determinee. The approach to this task was to define prepreg characteristics

or goals. These properties were established using .'aboratai7%' prepreqging

equipment and subsequent characterization. Characterization consisted of resin

content, volatiles and flow properties of the tape. Once laboratory procedures

were optimized, the methods used were then t-.ansferred to production equipment.

Demonstration of tapewrapped hardware plus test and evaluation was the

next task used in the approach. Hardware consisting of molded flat panels and

tapewrapped cylinders were evaluated for manufacturability of braided tape with SCTA
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manufacturing procedures. Tests were selected to entzble a comparison of

1|. materials fabricated with braid and conventicnal bias-cut tapes.

As a final task, subscale heatshields were fabricated as demonstration

hardware. The heatshield size, half-angle and wall thickness were selected

"as being representative of current U.S. Army requirements.

It should be noted that tho tasks identified in the program approach were

j i not undertaken in a deflned chronologic.al order. The program approach was

Sdesigned to enable each sucneeding task to provide feedback. A summary of the

Sprogram approach/tasks is illustrated in Figure 5. From this flow chart it is

seen that the evaluation phases affected one another and problems encounter,)d in

.t a particular task required solving in the previous operation.

It should also be noted that the technical requirements of this program

were modified midway through the program. The majority of the braid tape

development was demonstrated using glass/phenolic materials following the

T •approach described in this section. However, prior to fabrication of the

"demonstration hardware, the selection of rubber-modified-sili•.p henolic (RMSP)

materlal was made. This material was selected to enable demo¢nstration of the

braiding technology with a material that was identified for use on a

rcurrent U.S. Army missile system. Selection of this material required repeating

the evaluation tasks prior to conducting a manufacturing demonstration. The

selection of silica yarn also required additional braid design evaluation and

prepregging trials. The details of this effort will be discussed in the suL-

sequent section.

I !12
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3.0 MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Material Requirements Review

As discussed previously, the objective of this task was to determine

I the material requirements, and select a reinforcement (yarn) and matrix

j material (resin). The approach was to review the currant and projected

U.S. Army heatshield requirements with special emphasis on the Pershing II

flight environment. The evaluation of the heatshield environment consisted

of the heat flux nistory, total integrated heating, backface temperature

I limitations, vehicle velocities, body shape, and potential flight trajectories.

Two problems made it difficult to oLtain the necessary information to

make an accurate heatshield sizing and material determination. First, the

Pershing II design requirements and projected mission had r-- been completely

defined at the time the information was needed. Second, the information

required had limited access because of security reasons. However, an analysis

of the heatshield material requirements were made based on limited information

and assumptions. The information obtained for this analysis consisted of cold

wall heat rates as a function of position on the vehicle and time for flights of

400, 632 and 880 nautical miles (nm) and is summarized in Figure 6. The 880 rnz

flight presented the most severe aerodynamic heating condition of the three (3)

flights. The geometry of the vehicle,which is shown in less detail in Figure 6,

-. indicated that the forward portion of the heatshield began at station 7. To

determ~ihe the heating rate history, the 880 nm flight cold wall heat flux for

station 7 was integrated by segmenting the area under the curve into five (5)

_ ]• simple geometric shapes as shown in Figure 7. The total integrated heating

2was determined to be 4375 Btu/Ft . This value,in conjunction with the cold

I: wall heating rates indicated in Figure 6, is low as compared to typical reentry

14
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Sii[ 500 - Qcw Btu/ft 2 -sec

i-l

• •I •A2I A4 AS*
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I ..
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L Figure 7. Heat Flux Calculations For 880-nmi Flight
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vehicle environments.

To determine the generic class of heatshield material required (i.e.,

carbon, silica, quartz,etc.) a review of thermal and ablative properties were

made. A summary of the thermal and ablative properties of selected heatshield

materials .is presented in Table 1. These materials represent the various

generic material types which were considered for selection. Carbon/phenolic

(CP) has typically been used where superior ablation performance is required.

Its performance is significantly superior when compared to the other generic

material types. However, this statement must be qualified in that the mission

must be severe enough to take advantage of the superior ablation performance,

otherwise the high thermal conductivity of CP is a drawback. Based on the limited

mission data available, it is assumed that minimal to negligable ablation would

occur using CP. Therefore, the attributes of CP would not be utilized and

selection of either a silica, glass, or quartz system would be more appropriate

because of their superior insulation properties.

The information reviewed for this task (i.e., references 9 through 13)

plus inspection of the data listed in Table 1 and Figure 6 suggests that little

or no ablation would occur even if generic silica materials were used. The

analysis for making a material selection used this assumption since inadequate

heatshield erosion requirements were available.

Based upon this assumption, carbon reinforced heatshields are eliminated
I.

as being unnecessary. That left the generic silica reinforced materials, plus

others such aa nylon reinforced materials and cold wall ablators. In fact,

based on the data available,cold wall ablators such as fluropelymers and epoxy-

urethane would probably meet the mission requirements; however, these materials

are typically cast or molded and not within the scope of the program.

17
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A second review of the thermo-physical and ablation data presented in

Table 1 suggests that nylon reinforced phenolic has excellent insulation and

ablation properties when compared to the generic silica (i.e., glass, quartz,

silica) heatshield materials. In theory, this is so,* however, the insulation

properties of nylon phenolic are preserved only if the char layer remains

adhered. There is sotste evidence based on review of references that the char

layer formed by nylon phenolic strips away due to aerodynamic forces. Also,

there may be chemical instabilities and shelf life (i.e., storage) problems in

that internal stresses can vary and increase with time as a result of fabrication

processes. Due to these uncertainties, which may be unfair stigmatization of

nylon phenolic and because of limited data, nylon phenolic was eliminated from any

further consideration.

The ranking of generic silica materials according to ablation performance

for moderate to high heat flux environments are in the following descending

order: quartz, silica (Refrasil )and glass phenolic. The thermal prop,-ties

o.0 these materials are similar. The major difference is ablation properties

where high aerodynamic shear forces tend to "peel" away the low melt layer

formed by glass reinforced phenolic. But, as discussed previouzly, the heating

environment is low and it is assumed that the corresponding shear forceE are

also low. Therefore, the superior ablation properties of quartz would not

being taken advanitage of. When costs are considered, quartz is nearly an orde.7

of magnitude greater than silica and the same is true for silica as compared

to glass. Low observables (i.e., trace element impurities) were not considered

or identified as a critical property of the heatshield material. Therefore,

based on the heatshield requirements which were determined from the anfticipated

heating rates, data review and cost consideration, glass/phenolic was selected

as the material system for demonstrating the braiding manufacturing technology.

19
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Prior to initiating baseline braiding studies, heatshield wall thickness

Svalues were calculated to determine the physical characteristics of the

required glass braid (i.e., tape width is a function of the wall thickness of
1'

the heatshield). The required wall thickness was determined as a function of

the thickness of insulation material required to limit the backface temperature

*r to a predetermined value, plus the material removed due to ablation. To

determine this, complex digital computer codes (i.e., ACE, Aerothermal Chemical-

Equilibrium and CMAD Charring-Material-Ablation) are used. However, significant

material property data are required as inputs for these codes, plus specific

flight environment parameters such as recover, enthalpy, iurface pressure and

heat transfer coefficients. The data required to support these computations

were unavailable andas discussed previously, it was assumed little or no

ablation occurs. To determine the heatshield wall thickness requirements,an

appropriate "hand" calculation technique was selected which would yield an

acceptable estimate of the required heatshield insulation thickness required

for preliminary design purposes. This approach assumes that no ablatior takes

place and that heatshield thickness is a function of the insulation recui!e-

"ments only.

In this approach, the transient reentry heating problem is substituted with

a hypothesized equivalent steady-state heat transfer approach where the backface

of the heatshield is a.sumed to be perfectly insulated. For this simple

radiation insulation shiold, the problem is now one of finding the temperature

response of one (1) finite element where the exposed side is at constana

temperature and the other side perfectly insulated.

The solution to the problem is:

ATr (l) m 2eP2 22-r 1-4/1T (+1) [-.(2m + })2-2 t]Z (2m + 1) 4 X
m-0i

20
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Where:

0- Diffusivity of the heatshield (avera3ed over the charred and virgin

states)

t - Time of which the heat flux is exposed.

x- Heatshield insulation thickness required.

4

Such that:

Tw - The heated surface temperature

Tr - The maximum backface temperature permitted

To - The initial material temperature (70*)

This equation can be expressed in graphical form as a function of the

2
parameter KIt/C W This is shown in Figure 8.

p1i

K - Thermal conductivity

p - Density

c - Heat Capacity

W. - The required heatshield mass per unit of area.

Figure 9 illustrates solution curves for various assumed values of

T (backface temperature limit) Tw (maximum heatshield surface temperature),
R

and t (time exposure to the heat flux). The most stringent condition is given

by Tw - 5500*R, TR - 2000F, and t - 25 seconds which yields a heatshield thick-

ness requirement (xi of 0.352 inches.

Realistically, a backface surface temperature of 200*F is a stringent value.

Typically values of 400-50C0F are more commonly used. If this were the case,

an adequate heatshield thickness of 0.26 inches would be used. However, the

limitation of the backface surface temperature is unknown, hence a co-tservative

value of 0.35-0.40 inches was de.termined. This thickness was subseq'tently used

21 I'
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14

TR - Maximum Backface Temperature Allowed

TW - Front Surface Wall Temperature

T - Material Initial Temperature
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to determine the physical size of the braid required to tapewrap demonstration

and test hardware using a braidtd tape.

It s~hould be noted that the determination of a heatshield material and
!

thickness requirement used assumptions and liberties. It was planned not to

limit the braiding technology to just glass phenolic materials corresponding

to a specific heatshield thickness. The approach enabled a variety of rein-

forcements to be fabricated using braiding techniques.

3.2 Baseline Fabrication Studies

The objective of this task was to establish the braided tape construction.

Design goals consisted of fabricating a material which was conformable, contained

high yarn packing, capable of subsequent prepregging and one which was

applicable to commercial braiding techniques.

The design parameters which ware selected for review consisted of the

j number of yarn ends per braiding machine carrier, the braid angle, the addition

of warp yarns and the evaluation of flat braided tapes. These design parameters

were selected to determine the effect on the tape thickness, stretch/conform-

ability and qualitative evaluation of their handling properties.

This task was initiated prior to the selection of heatshield material

(i.e., material requirements were being defined cnncurrently with baseline

design studies). A S-2 glass yarn was selected to evaluate the various braid

constructions. Table 2 lists a summary of the braid design parameters which

"were selected.

TABLE 2

"SUMMARY OF BRAID DESIGN PARAMETERS

Braid Angles: 300, 450, 600, 80*
Yarn ends per carrier: 1, 2, 3, 4
Warp yarns: Single warp yarn, forty (40) warp yarns
Machine Carriers: 80, )7

Shape: Tubular, flat

24
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Table 3 lists the matrix of candidate braid designs. It can be seen

from this matrix that design parameters were izalated to determine their

effects on the properties of the braid.

Plans were to fabricate thirty (30) feet of each braid Aesign and both

qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate thei- chazacteristics. Qualitative

evaluation consiited of stretch and conformability testing. Commercially

available silica/phenolic was purchased to enable a comparison. Conformability

testing consisted of draping the "as braided" tape over a wrapping mandrel

to simulate a 450 shingle. Selected tubular braids were alzo slit, see Figura

10, to determine any benefit from this approach. A qualitative judgement was

then made of the tapes ability to conform. Subsequently, to examine the st:etch

characteristics, selected samples that were judged as conformable (i.e., formed

to the mandrel surface without wrinkling or bulking) were then prepregged and

mounted in a universal tensile testing machine. A load-extension curve was

Venerated and the measured increase in gage section was determined at various

load levels. Commercial bias-cut silica/phenolic tape was also included in

this matrix. This enabled a more accurate comparison of the braid's stretch

characteristics.

Quantitative evaluation of the various braid designs was conducted by

prepregging selected designs and molding bars for subsequent testing. Pre-

pregging was conducted with Monsanto's SCI008 phenolic resin using laboratory

prepregging equipment. The molded bars were examined for density, porosity,

residual volatile ccntent and fiber/resin content. It should be noted, that

for selection of the braid, major emphasis was placed on the resultinq fiber

volume and ply thickness. Prepregging parameters had not been established

at this time, therefore, the resin content was not a determinant of the braid desig;n

25



I' TABLE 3

BRAID DESIGN MATRIX-CANDIDATE DESIGNS

Identification Yarn Ends Braid
- Number Carrior Angle(94) Comments

1 45 STDbasket weave

2 1 45 40 warp yarns

3 1 80 STD basket waave

1 4 1 60 STDbasket weave

5 1 30 40 warp yarns

6 1 60 40 warp yarns

7 1 45 Single warp yarns

8 1 80 Single warp yarn

1 9 1 60 Single warp yarn

10 1 45 Flat braid

Note 1: This same sequence was followed for 2, 3, and 4 yarns per

braid carrier.

Note 2: All tubular braids used 80 machine carriers and all flat braids

"contained 77 machine carriers.

26
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FIGURE 10 REPRESENTANTIVE SKETCH OF SLITTING
OF TUBULAR BRAID
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The results of these evaluations, were as follows:

Additi.,n of Warp Yarns: The addition of single continuous warp yarns

ii the axial direction Qo the braid did not appear to affect the conformability

r of the braid. However, the insertion of multiple warp yarns prevented the

tape from conforming to the mandrel surface. The intent of the wairp yarn in-

j sertion was to maintain the shape and cross-section of the braid not knowing

what degree of yarn packing and handlin4 cn racteristic would be obtained.

The warp yarns (since they are straight and continuous) reduce the ability of

the braid to stretch. Multiple warp yarns restricted the movement

* the braid and these braid designs had stretch and conformability properties

1 which were similar to a straight tape. Therefore, the addition of multiple

warp yarns was dropped from further design consideration. !

Braid Angle: The original plans called for evaluating braided materials

with a 300, 450 and 60 braid angle. However, it can be seen from Table 3 that.

300 braids were not fabricated and an 80* braid angle was substituted. During

the initial braiding trials it was determined that braid angles of less than 450

were difficult to manufacture with reoroducible results. Angles of less than 450

required very high yarn packing beyond both the capabilities of the braiding

machine and the capability of the yarn. For example, to obtain this braid

angle required lowering the machine braiding point. As yarn formed into a

tubular braid, the take-off was not capable of applying adequate tension to pull

the braid. Slippage of the tape which caused variation in braid angle and/or

breakage of yarn occurred. Therefore, an 800 braid angle was selected to re-

place the 30* braid. The 800 material was easily manufactured, but since the

I yarns form a very high angle to the edge of the braid little conformability was

28



realized. In essence, the 800 braid had characteristics of a straight tape

and eliminated any need for further evaluation.

The 450 and 600 braids exhibited the ability to conform and stretch to

a mandrel surface. It should be kept in mind that a 450 braid angle is

similar in construction to a bias-cut tape. These designs were selected for

further evaluation.

Yarn Ends/Carrier: This parameter was included in the baseline design

studies for two (2) purposes. First, the number of yarn ends was varied in

order to determine the physical size (i.e., width) of the resulting braid.

Numerical techni.ques exist to determine the resulting tape width; however,

variations result from different yarn packings using different materials.

Second, the effects increased yarn ends have on stretch and conformability

characteristics needed to be evaluated.

The braids which contained only one (1) or two (2) yarn ends produced a

braid which was too narrow for tapewrapping. Slitting of the tubular braid

would provide a tape with adequate width; however, this operaioa war considered

undesirable since it would add cost to the final tape product. The low

yarn end count braids were therefore dropped from further evaluation.

Flat Braids% Flat braids were selected for evaluation in the event that

a tubular braid could not be used for tapewrapping. A tubular braid can be

slit to form a flat shape, but this operation must be performed subsequtnt to

prepregging. If a tubular braid is slit prior to prepregging, the yarns tend

to unravel and the handling properties of the braid are very poor. Flat braids

resulted in narrow tape widths plus showed limited ability to conform. This was

limited by the nature of the edges. In a flat braid an individual yarn traverses

the width of the tape from side-to-side. The edges of a flat braid resist any

deformation which restricts the tape conformability.
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i+ Flat braids were dropped from further evaluation. Table 4 lists a su-'ary

of the braided tape designs which were molded into flat laminates. Note

that some braid designs were discontinued prior to moldinc The nomenclature

Sused in Table 4 for identifying the various braid designs ic explained as

follows:

Example: Braided Tape Design Nomenclature

3/80/45o/sTD

Braid Design: STD = Standard tubular braid

SW = Single warp yarn

AW = 40 warp yariis

FB - Flat braid

-Braid Angle: Either 450, 600, 800

Carriers: Braiding machine carriers with 80 or 77

Yarn/Ends: Either 1, 2, 3, or 4

From Table 4 the variation in physical properties of the braids can

be seen. Conformability data has not been provided for reasons discussed

previously; this wes a qualitative assessment. In general, there is not a

direct correlation between braid design and physical characteristic (i.e.,

thickness) of the braid. The thickness measurerments are indicative of the

* layer spacing which would be obtained in a moldei laminate. The trends

L observed from this data indicate that:

a) Tapes which contained higher braid angles resulted in

higher laminate densities. This is believed to be a
a-

result of "ply nesting" which was observed under micro-

scopic (i.e., metallographic) examination.
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY - PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
CANDIDATE BRATD DESIGNS AND FLAT LAMINATES :1

Braid Characteristics Laminate Charactsristic. i
Thickness (in) Density 2iber ?iber

Sample # Identificatcsn Tubular - Slit g/cc I Volume Weight%

1. 1/80/45°/Std. 0.030 0.014 2.07 68 82.1
2. 1/80/45°/AW - - 2.01 66 82.0
3. 1/80/800 /Std. 0.029 0.016 NOT MOLDED
4. 1/80/60*/Std. 0.027 0.013 2.11 71 83.85. 1/80/30°/AW

6. 1/80/60°/AW
7. 1/80/45°/SW 0.043 0.022 2.07 68 81.9
8. 1/80/80 0 /SW 0.023 0.010 NOT MOLDED
9. 1/80/600/SW 0.046 0.015 2.04 67 82.2

10. 1/77/450/FB - 0.024
11. 2/80/45°/Std. 0.058 0.020 1.96 69 87.7
12. 2/80/45 0 /SW 0.053 0.022 1.96 69 87.7
13. 2/80/45°/AW
14. 2/80/60*/Std. 0.037 0.016 2.03 70 85.6
15. 2/80/60*/SW 0.040 0.021 2.08 72 85.9
16. 2/80/600 /AW
17. 2/80/800 /Std. 0.033 0.016 NOT MOLDED
18. 2/80/800/SW 0.066 0.029 2.13 73 85.1
19. 2/80/800 /AW
20. 3/80/45e/Std. 0.091 0.027 2.00 71 88.3
21. 3/80/45*/SW 0.091 0.029 1.97 70 88.5
22. 4/80/450 /Std. 0.131 0.037 1.98 70 88.0
23. 3/80/600/Std. 0.058 0.023 2.00 70 87.4
24. 3/80/600 /SW 0.061 0.026 1.95 68 86.8
25. 4/80/600/Std. 0.081 0.027 2.01 71 87.9
26. 3/80/80°/Std. 0.039 0.020 2.14 74 86.5
27. 3/80/80°/SW 0.041 0.019 2.07 71 85.1
28. 4/80/80/Std. 0.046 0.024 2.12 73 85.6
29. Same as #2
30. 2/77/450 /FB - 0.046 2.00 67 83.4
31. 3/77/450 /FB - 0.050 1.95 68 87.1
S/P* 545

* Commercial Silica/Phenolic Prepreg.
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b) Tapes manuractured by braiding resulted in significantly

* 4 higher fiber volumes as compared to commercial silica

phenolic materials. This trend is qualified in that

*, selected tests for prepreg resin content indicated that

the braided tape resin solids content was two-thirds of

commercial silica/phenolic prepreg. This would account

for some of the difference in fiber volume, but the trend

still indicated that braided materials had higher fiber

volume.

The results of the braided tapes selected for additional conformability

tests are shown in Table 5. As discussed previously, six (6) inch long

specimens of prepregged tape were mounted in a universal tensile testing

maching. The percent strain (i.e., tape stretch) and percent reduction in

tape width were measured on a four (4) inch gage length of the tape. These

results should not be construed as quantitative data; however, the data does

provide an indication of relative conformability characteristics.

To perform these tests a twenty (20) pound load cell in conjunction with

a constant cross-head speed of 0.25 inch/minute was used in an attempt to

arbitrarily simulate extreme and severe tapewrapping conditions. The results

were taken from the stress/strain curves at a four (4) pound load. It was

at this value that approximately 80% of the total strain occurred and it was

prior to physical damage to the braid. The conformability for the standard

braid designs wner similar where equivalent yarn ends were used, but the 45°

braid angle material had a lower reduction in tape width. The commercially

available silica/phenolic material exhibited a very high reduction in tape

width, but thiswa- not unexpected. The sides of a bias-cut tape were
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TABLE 5

BRAIDED TAPE CONFORMABILITY TEST RESCUTS

Reduction in Tape Strain @
IdentifIcation Width (%) 4# (%)

1/80/450/Std. 12.5 5.1
1/80/600/Std. 57.8 8.1
1/80/45*/Sw 25.0 1.2
1/80/800/SW 37.5 17.9
2/80/45°/Std. 33.0 17.5

2/80/45°/SW 28.5 14.3
2/80/600/Std. 4.5 2

2/80/600/sw 44.0 14.5
2/80/800/SW 9.1 9.7
3/80/450/Std. 20.8 14.3
3/80/45°/M 20.8 13.1
4/80/45*/Std. 25.8 15.5
3/80/60°/Std. 32.1 13.9
3/80/600/SW 32.1 15.6i4/80/60°/Std. 28.1 16.3

33/80/80/Std. 54.0 4.1

-
i-

S3/80/80°/SW 4:.0 38.5
4/80/80*/Std. 27.9 3.2
1i77/4s./FB _ 15.6 i
2/77/45°/FB -8.3f

3/77/45°/FB "5.6
Silica/Phenolic 68.7 19.0
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unrestrained. A specimen of 4/80/45'/STD. was slit and tested for comparison

to the bias-cut tape and a similar reduction width of 62% resulted. Width

reduction in a tubular braid is not necessarily desirable since !t may cause

wrinýling or distorticn in the tapewrapped structure.

As a result of the braid fabricatior and evaluation, the braid design

selected for manufacturing technology development was four (4) yarn ends

per carrier, using eighty (80) carrier tubular braid design with a 45° braid

angle (i.e., 4/80/45VSTD). The design selection was based upon the following:

a) A 4/80/450 braid provided adequate width for subsequent

wrapping operations and part fabrication.

b) The selected design exhibited stretch and conformability

characteristics similar to commercially available bias-

cut silica/phenolic prepreg.

c) The braid design selected was reproducible in terms of

manufacturability.

d) High fiber volumes were realiLed.

e) The braid contained high fiber packing, but it permitted resin

impregnation during laboratory prepregging operations.

As a result cZ the requirements review, glass/phenolic was identified

as an acceptable material candidate. The yarn designated for subsequent

program tasks was braided E-glass which was fabricated into a 4/80/45*/STD

braid design.
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3.3 Process and Mater.als Optimization

The objectives of this task were to develop the preprecging procedures

for braided tapes. Laboratory prepregging procedures were established and

then transferred to production equipment. The prepregged tapes were then

used to fabricate cylinders and flat plates. The information obtained from

the manufacturing of the laminates and data generated on their physical

V properties was used as feedback. Subsequently, the prepregging and/or braid

designs were modified as required.

Two goals were established for the braided prepregs. First, property goals

defined were a resin solids content of 30% ± 5% and a residual volatile content

of 6% ± 3%. These properties are typical of commercially available bias-cut

tapes and are discussed in prior sections. Second. the intent of the program

was not to develop new tapewrapping procedurer and processinq methods,

but to utilize existing tapewrapping procedures with a braided tape.

To establish the prepreg procedures, an initial quantity (i.e., 42 pounds)

of tubular E-glass yarn was obtained and braided. The yarn type used was

desJc,-ted ECG75 1/2, a product of PPG Industries. Th'a yarn has a similar

denier to the S-glass yarn which was used for the baseline braiding evaluations.

It should be noted that the initial fourty-two pou'id quantity of E-glass yarn

did not contain the desired phenolic compatible finish; instead, it contained

a starch-oil finish which is commonly used for weaving glass fabrics. Nine

hundred (900) pounds of E-glass yarn was ordered with an epoxy compatible

12,Yisn3 b•', this material had not been received at the initiation oý. this

task; therefore, the forty-two pound quantity was used to prevent delays. The

E-glass yarn -,as woven into twenty-five (.25) yards of 4/80/450 tubular braid and

four hundre - .00) yards of 5/80/450 tubular braid.
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As previously discussed a tour yarn ends per carrier braid was designated

for the baseline design; however, a review of the tape width resulting prom

the four yarn ends braid design (4/80/450 braid) with twenty degree shingle angle

indicated marginal excess material (less than two tenths of an inch) would be

available for machining after 7rusta tapewrapping and curing. At this stage of

the manufacturing technology development, the molding characteristics of the

j . braided tapes was not completely understood. Therefore, the 5/80/450 was

4! selected to insure adequate materi_.l was available for tapewrapping.

The prepreg parameters, (i) resin solids contert, (2) volatiles con4eent and

(3) stretch and conformability,were first established using laboratory equipment.

ThLs set-up consisted of weighted metering rolls, a resin tank and an air

circulating oven for resin staging. Samples of both the 4/80/450 and 5/80/450

braid were processed to establish baseline prepreg properties. Typically, three

foot long sections of braid were processed. The braids were all staged at 300o°

for four (4) minutes. The average resin solids content and volatiles content

were the same for both braid designs (19% and 3.4% respectively). The volatiles

content was within the goals establl;Ihed for the prepreg (i.e., 6% + 3%1, but

the resin solids content was significantly lower (i.e., 30% ± 5%); although '1

representative of the prepreg properties obtained on the S-glass material

fabricated for the baseline braid evaluation. The low resin solids content was

attributed to the incorrect yarn finish previously discussed. Stretch and con-

formability tests were performed on the prepregged samples using a universal

tensile testing machine. The results were nearly identical in terms of percent

stretch and reduction in tape width as those previously obtained on the S-glass

braids with the same design.
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Prior to nrocessing materials in the tapeline facility,(see Figure 11)

staging conditions were determined which would result in similar flow

properties and volatile contents for laboratory procedures. 'ranslation of

the laboratory staging times to tapeline velocities is shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

Laboratory Staging Translated to FMI Tapeline Facility

Laboratory Oven Tapeline Velocity (ft/min)
B-Stage Time (minutes)

6.5 15
5.5 20
4.5 25
3.5 30

Note: The staging temperature was 3000F

A quantity of short-length (i.e., six foot sections) braids were processed

in the tapeline to determine the optimum method of resin impregnation. Since

a tubular braid was being used, there were concerns about the ability of the resin

to penetrate and coat the interior surfaces of the braid. The initial

trials indicated that pre-soaking the braid in phenolic resin in addition to

passing the braid through the resin bath resulted in a more homogeneous resin

distribution and it also resulted in a resin solids content which approached

the established goal.

The tapeline staging conditions were modified as a result of the needed

resin soaking cycle, thereby requiring additional trials. Short lenqths of

braid were used to conserve material. To process short lengths of braid in

the tapeJ? e facility, a sacrificial leader was bonded to the leading edge

of the short braid section. The tapeline facility requires a minimum of

fifty yards of tape to completely fill the staging towers and in production

the first and last fifty yards that exits the staging towers is typically
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discarded. Therefore, sacrificial leader yarns were used as the discarded

material.

Resultmrealized from the short length tape linL: evaluation were

two-fold. First, reproducibility of the braided sections was poor. Both

resin solids content and volat• les varied from section to section by up to

80%. Second, there was a severe mcification to the design of the braided

tapes. The braid angle was increased ai.d there was a significant reduction in

the width of the tape (i.e., stretching of the tape).

To determine whether the resin soaking cycle and feed mechanisms of the tape- ý

were contributing to the variations in resin solids and stretching, additional

samples were impregnated only in the tapeline then staged under laboratory

(i.e., circulating oven) conditions. The results of additional laboratory tests

indicated that good resin solids-reproducibility within 5% was obtained and

stretching did not occur.

A one-hundred twenty (120) yard sample of 5/80/45°/tubular braid was pre-

pregged on the tapeline facility in an effort to determine if the inconsistancies

were a result of using short braid lengths. The prepreg was divided into three

sections containing forty yards each. Ten samples which were equally spaced from

each section of prnpreg were removed and tested. The results of the tests

conducted on these samples are listed in Table 7.

TABLE 7

Prepreg Test Results-120 yd section of 4/80/45°/tubular braid

Locations % Volatiles Content* % Resin Solids*

First 30 yds. 2.03 20.0

Middle 30 yds. 1,22 13.9

Last 30 yds. 1,.97 15.1

* Average of ten equally spaced samples
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It Lan be seen from the results in Table 7 that signif.cait inconsistencies

were still present. In addition, the prepreg properties were not within the

property goals established. The major concern, hcwever, was the stretching of

the braid during the prepreg process. The 120 yard section had a reduction in

width that averaged la% and increased the braid tagle to greater than 601 makinv

* it unusable for tapewrapping. The low volatile content indicated that the

material was "over-staged" (i.e., the tape was heated to either too high a

temperature or for an excessive period of time). The resin solids were also low,

but this was not of concern at the time since, as previously discussed, the

improper ya&n finish provided poor wetting characteristics.

The results of the short and long length braid prepregging trials indicated

that the laboratory conditions could not be directly translated to the production

(i.e., tapeline facility) equipment. The problem of obtaining the proper

volatile content was not of major concern since additional trials could be per-

formed by varying Loth the temperature and tape velocity through the staging

towers. However, of major concern was preventing the stretching of tape since

any significant increase in the braid angle rendered the material unusable for

subsequent wrapping. '1
Additional process trials indicated that the stretching of the braid occured

as the tape entered and traveled up the staging towers. The two towers are

thirty feet each in height and since the braid is being pulled through these

towers, the physical weight of the impregnated braid caused the stretching

to occur.
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Production techniques were devised for eliminating the stretching of the

braid. The objective of these plans was to maintain the braid angle as

close to 450 as possible. Preliminary attempts consisted of stitching the

edge of the tubular braid, through its thickness in an attempt to freeze

the braid angle. The stitch would be removed after prepregging. The

stitch failed to prevent stretching. This approach failed because the stitch

itself stretched concurrently with the braid. Warp yarns were also added to the

tubular braid in both short and continuous lengths. These yarns prevented

stretching only in the section of the tubular braid where they were located.

This resulted in a non-uniform cross-section of the tape. Adding more warp yarns

could have solved the problem, but these yarn,- would have to be removed since

leaving them in the prepreg would restrict the ability of the tape to conform.

This was previously determined in the baseline braid evaluation.

A number of other plans were designed to eliminate the stretching of the

braided tapes. These consisted oft braiding tapes with a prepregged yarn,

fabricating a new prepreg line; expanding the braid after prepregging; design

off-speed rollers to reshape the braid after prepregging; using a flat braid

that could be subsequently slit; and lastly, modifying the staging conditions

Braiding with a prepregged yarn required exceasivn cost. This approach

also required significant modification to the braiding equipment consisting of

modified tensioning devices and the addition of heated air to the braiding

point. This approach was dropped because it mandated significant equipr..nt

development.

The fabrication of a horizontal prepreg li9' .was also eliminated for cost

and time considerations. However, the use of a horizontal prepreg line was demon-

strated. Sa.ples of braided tape were sent to Fiberite, Incorporated of Winona,
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Minnesota. They operated a laboratory prepreg line which is horizontal and

utilizes a belt to carry, rather than pull, the tape through the staging

ovens. '

The use of off-speed rollers was eliminated from further consideration

because of technical problems and time considerations. The intent of this

approach was to fabricate motorized rollers near thp exit end of the staging

towers. The rollers would operate at different spe,:ds to apply pressure to

the tape in an effort to reshape (i.e., change the braid angle to the original

woven condition) the braid.

Expanding the braid after prepregging, modifying the staging conditions,

and using a flat braided tape were selected and pursued. Expanding the braid

over a tapered mandrel was demonstrated in the laboratory. The tubular tape

was pulled over to a point which increased the braid width (i.e., thus re-

ducing the braid angle) to a point where it was slit into two separate flat

braids. This material demonstrated the ability to stretch ayid conform to a

tapewrapped surface. A tool was therefore designed and built to accomplish

the procedure in a production mode. Refer to Figure 12 for the design of the

tool. I
Fabrication of flat braids which obtained adequate widths for subsequent

wrapping presented problems. It should be noted that under the baseline braid L
design evaluation, a flat braid did not provide the desired stretch and con-

formability characteristics. However, once the edge of the flat braid is

slit after prepregging, it exhibits properties similar to a conventional bias-

cut tape. The problem concerning the fabrication of the flat braid was re-

lated to the braiding operation. When attempting to fabricate a fine yarn

ends per braid carrier into a flat configuration, inconsistent cross-sectional
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thickness and variation in braid angle was realized. To solve this problem,

I. significant modifications (i.e., replacement of braid carriers) were required. This

[• approach was set aside and the reshaping of the braid, plus modifications

of the staging conditions, pursued.

Additional quantities of 5/80/450 /stand and tubular braid were fabricated

for evaluation. This braid was manufactured for the sane E-glass yarn (i.e.,

PPG ECG75 1/2); however, an epoxy compatible finish was supplied on the yarn.

The braid was divided into lots and subsequently processed through the tape-

line facility. The initial runs demonstrated the same problems (i.e., stretch-

ing and reduction in width) as previously experienced. It was decided to re-

duce the staging time, using the rationale that reduced staging would pen,it

the braid to expand to its original shape. The braid "as woven" can be

•- stretched by applying tension; when the tension is released it celaxes to

its original shape because of yarn packing characteristics. It is felt that

j by reducing the staging time the resin would be "soft" enough to permit re-

laxation of the braid.

Reduced staging time provided positive results. Approximately twenty

pounds were initially processed and used for subsequent tapewrapping of a

frustum. The tubular tape processed well and tapewrapping of a subscale

heatshield was successful. Additional quantities of 5/80/45 /tubular E-glass

braid were manufactured. The characteristics of these lots of material are
Slisted in Table 8.

TABLE 8

Properties of E-glass tubular braids prepregged with reduced
staging conditions.

FMI Log Indent. % Resin Solids % Volatiles Qty (lbs) Results

15211 17.37 3.30 15 Rejected
15211A 23.36 4.46 25 Accepted
15222 26.64 6.48 14 Accepted
15222A 21.44 3.32 16 Rejected
15231 21.20 2.17 16 Pejectad
1528Z 24.73 5.16 27 Accepted
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Each lot of tape referenced in Table 8 was used to tanewrap a suhscale

frustum. Acceptance or rejection of the lot was based qualitatively on itc

conformability and handleability during tapewrapping. All of the tapes listed

in Table 8 provided the stretch and conformability required, and rejection

was made on the tape's ability to debulk during wrapping or adherence tc

previous layers. It can be seen that materials which had a low volatile

content (i.e., "boardy") were rejected. It should be noted that the pre-

soaking time was &lso increased for all lots subsequent to #15211 in an

effort to increase the resin solids content.

Flat laminates were also processed from the acceptable lots of material

by stacking layers of tape and molding them in a heated platen press. This

operation was performed to identify the maximum density of the material,

thus enabling a determination of the debulking properties of the material

during tapewrapping. The average laminate density achieved was 2.07 gm/cc.

The tapewrapping frusta were wrapped~and cured in the "as wrapped" condition

(i.e., without any external pressure) and subsequently machined. The

average resulting density was 1.86 g/cc. This figure was well within
r

the debulking ability of conventional bias-cut materials which typically

average 80%-90%.

Additional prepreg trials were conducted and modifications to the process

were made. The properties of Lot #15283 (refer to Table 8) were established

* as baseline propnrties. Modifications made to the prepregging process consisted

of the addition of a cooling box located at the exit of the staging towers and

permitting the staging towers to preheat for thirty (30) minutes minimum prior

i o the processing of the braid. Also, the motorized take-p reel located after

*• the staging tower was eliminated. These modifications were instigz.ted as a

result of the first additional trial run (Lot #152211. This trial resulted in
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a tape which was significantly understaged and had a 20% reduction in tape

width.. The understage-I condition (i.e., wet condition of the prepreg) was

•I caused by not allowing the prepreg towers to reach steady-state conditions.

The stretching of the tape was attributed to the motorized take-up equip-

ment coupled with the understaged prepreg. The taka-up equipment applied

an axial load to the prepreg causing it to stretch. The motorized equip-

ment was replaced with a container where the prepreg was subsequently spooled

after it had cooled to room temperature.

An additional quantity of approximately 700 yards of E-glass tubular

braid was fabricated for verifying prepr-.; process parameters. The tubular

braid was 5/80/45 0/standard tubular braid using ECG-75 1/2 glass yarn. The

700 yards was divided into lots and prepregged. All the lots were soaked in

SC1008 phenolic resin for a minimum of thirty minui_.es prior to entering

the tapeline equipment. The braided tape was staged for 5.1 minutes at 300OF

which relates to a tape velocity through the towers of 21 feet/minute. The

properties of the resulting prepreg tapes are shown in Table 9.
I.

TABLE 9

Properties of Braided, Prepreg Tapes - Tubular Braid
5/80/450 Standard-Monsanto SC1008 Phenolic Resin

Lot No. VolatilesM(% Resin Solids(%) Tape Width* _Quatity(yds)

15321 6.03 22.7 1.0 20

15322 3.54 21.4 1.1 115

15323 5.67 21.9 1.1 169

15324 4.65 20.1 1.1 223

15325 5.46 22.1 1.1 188
*Wid t h is measured as the •iameter of the tubular braid.

All lots of prepreg were accepted Axcept for lot number 15321, which as

previously discussed was understaged and had b.en stretched. The remaini-ng

lots (i.e., 15322, 15323, 15324, 15325) were similar in properties to the
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previously accepted lots which were used for wrapping subscale frusta (i.e.,

lot 15283).

A quantity of prepreg from lot 15324 was removed for determinirg shelf

life properties of the prepreg. This material was sealed in a low permeable

polymeric film and stored at 150F in a freezer. At one month intervals,

samples were removed and tested for volatile content, resin solids, and

flow properties. The results of these tests are listed in Table 10. It

appears from these results that the minimum shelf life of the braid when

properly stored (i.e., below 200F) was six months.

TABLE 10

Shelf Life Characteristics of Braided Prepreg Tape
Lot 15323, Stored at 150T

M4 0 N T H S
Property 1 2 33 4 5

% Volatiles 5.67 3.75 4.11 4.31 4.76

% Resin Solids 21.9 22.2 21.2 21.6 21.8

% Total Flow 16.2 15.1 13.4 17.4 16.3

Laminate Thick-
ness (in) 0.026 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025

Physical properties of the subscale frustum wrapped from lot 15383 were

determined to evaluate its (i.e., frustum) uniformity. The frustum was.

sectione4 at 900 intervals anti test counons were removed for determinina the

physical parameters. The resulting properties are listed in Table 11.

-1
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TABLE 11

Physical Laminate properties of Frustum Wrapped with Tubular
E-Glass Prepreg, Lot 15283

Specimen Location

00 00 900 900 1800 1800 2700 2700
FWD AFT AFT AFT FWD FWD AFT AFT

Bulk Density 1.84 1.85 1.79 1.83 1.76 1.78 1.84 1.83
(g/cc)

Apparent Density 2.04 2.02 2.05 2.04 2.04 2.04 2.05 2.03
(g/cc)

Residual 0.17 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.10
L _ Volatiles*(%)

Resin Content 22.4 23.7 21.2 22.5 19.6 23.4 21.9 22.8
*(Wt %)

* Residual Volatiles determined at 3200F for 9 minutes.
Resin Content determined at 1050OF for 3 hours.

Considering the molding technique used to cure the frustum (i.e., no

external pressure, oven cured at free-standing position on the wrap mandrel)

the physical properties were uniform.

Flat laminates were fabricated from the additional prepreg trials (i.e.,

lots 15322 through 15325) to enable machining of test specimens (i.e.,

thermal/mechanical, ablation, erosion specimens) and to enable an evaluation

of the physical properties of the laminates to verify the reproducibility

of the prepreg. A total of sevel laminates were fabricated; one from each

spool of prepreg. Each laminate consisted of 82 plys (41 tubular braids)

and was molded at 300 psi and 325°F for one hour minir uM. The physical

properties of the flat laminates are listed in Table 12.
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TABLE 12

Physical Properties of Flat Laminates Fabricated From
Braided Prepreg

Laminate Thickness Ply Thickness Density Flash Flow
Ident. Tape Lot # (in) (in) (g/cc) (%)

15326 15325(A) 2.17 0.027 2.07 9.9

15327 15325(B) 2.09 0.026 2.14 6.9

15328 15322 2.09 0.026 2.10 5.3

15329 15324(A) 2.14 0.026 2.10 8.7

153210 15323(A) 2.08 0.025 2.19 9.1

153211 15324(B) 2.17 0.026 2.15 6.8

153212 15323(B) 2.10 0.026 2.09 10.5

A frustum was also fabricated from each lot of prepreg tape.

(i.e., lots 15322 through 15325) to evaluate the reproducibility of thcý

material. The results obtained from the flat laminates listed in Table 12 indi-

cated that improved consistency was required. The molding conditions were also

evaluated during additional fabrication trials to determine the minimum pressure

required to obtain maximum den3ity and minimum ply layer spacing. Pressures

between 15 psi to 300 psi were evaluated. It was determined that pressures

greater than 55 psi provided adequate compaction to obtain consistent high

density and minimum ply spacing.

The causes for inconsistency of laminate properties were attributed to lower

than desired resin content coupled with excess flow during the laminate molding

of flat laminates and autoclave curing of subscale frusta. The�'

excess resin flow was more noticeable in the flat laminates; it was not

totally unexpected because of the low staging condition of the prepreg. The

high resin flow characteristics of the prepreg could easily be controlled by

altering the curing cycle (i.e., variations in the time-temperature-pressure
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cycle can be modified to accomplish additional staging during molding).

However, it was felt that the variation and low degree of the prepreg's resin

j' solids content caused inconsistancy.

Efforts to increase the tesin content of the prepreg consisted of

using grooved rollers during impregnation, Addition of silica filler to

-. the resin, and increasing the solids content in the resin system.

L" Grooved prepreg rollers were fabricated for evaluation. Typically,

the rollers used during prepregging were flat and tended to squeeze resin

from the tape. The grooved rollers contained slots which were approximately

0.050" deep and spaced on a 0.100" centers. These slots left excess resin

on the tape as it entered the staging towers. To increase the viscosity of

the resin, powdered silica was added to the resin system. The resin solids

content was increased to 75- by vacuum evaporating the alcohol solvent

(i.e., typically SCI009 phenolic resin is supplied with a 50% resin solids

content in alcohol).

All these approaches provided only marginal increases in resin content

of the prepreg. At this point, the finish on the glass yarn became suspect.

To determine whether the prepreg process methods were causing the low solids

content, a sample of silica braid was fabricated and prepregged. A resin

solids content of 32%-36% was achieved which is comparable to commercially

available material. This also indicated that the prepreg procedures and

process methods were acceptable. Further analysis of the glass fibers used

to fabricate the tubular braids sLowed that residual starch oil was present.

* " As previously discussed, a large quantity of E-glass yarn ordered from PPG

Industries contained an epoxy compatible finish which could also be used

with phenolic resin. Tha identification of the finish is proprietary to PPG;

I" however, further inquiry revealed that starch-oil was also present in the epoxy

compatible finish to improve handling and weaving characteristics.
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Subsequently, additional lots of tubular 5/80/45 /standard braid were

fabricated. A procedure was outlined using a mild caustic solution to wash

the residual starch-oil finish off the yarn. However, it was at this point

in the program that technical redirection was given by MICOM to develop

the braiding technology using rubber-modified-silica-phenolic material (RMSP).

This will be discussed further in the next section of this report.

As a result of the program redirection, further efforts using glass/

phenolic were terminated. However, the groundwork for the manufacturing

technology was successfully demonstrated using glass reinforced tubular 1

braids.which enabled a determination of the manufacturing and process pro-

cedures which were directly applied to the RMSP material.
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4.0 MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTPATION USING RMSP

The braided heatshield program was redirected to develop the manufacturing
A.

technology of heatahield materials using braided rubber-modified-silica-p~'enolic

(RMSP). The program was redirected as a result of coordination meetings with

representatives of system contractors and the COTR plus the anticipated costs

required to establish the baseline data for an unproven heatshield material.

Coordination meetings were held at Martin Marietta Aerospace Division to brief

cognizant personnel of the braided technology development. There were significant

objections to the selection of glass phenolic material due to the lack of a

material data base. Also, the specific gravity of glass phenolic is higher

than the currently used material (i.e., RMSP) resulting in an increased weight

penalty. A significant data base was previously demonstrated with RMSP and

personnel at these meetings felt that glass phenolic could not survive the

mission requirements, specifically the heating environment.

As discussed in the first section of this report, the intent of this prograxi

to demonstrate the braided tape technology with the objective of applying the

results towards a current or future U.S. Army system. For these reasons, the

selection of RMSP was warranted.

The selection of RMSP required reiteration of selected development tasks

previously performtd with glass phenolic. Specifically, techniques for obtaining

a braided silica material required development. The following section

discusses the demonstration phase of the program using braided RMSP.

4.1 Silica Braid Development

Two (2) approaches were selected for obtaining a braided silica. The first

method consisted of directly braiding a silica yarn. It should be noted, however,

that silica yarn was available in limited forms. Silica yarn was available as bc
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cordage and yarn from HIMCO of Gardina, California. The cordage was avail-

able in either 0.040" or 0.053" diameter with corresponding yields of 700 yds/lb

and 330 yds/lb respectively. This material was significantly larger than desired

and the resulting braid would contain a high ply tnickness. The high tape thickneso

and weight resulting from braided cordage would be difficult to handle and use for

tapewrapping. One (1) yarn form of silica was also available which had a nominal

diameter of 0.020" and a yield of 3280 yds/lb. This yarn was similar in size

to the ECG75 1/2 glass yarn previously used.

A forty (40) pound quantity of silica yarn was purchased for braiding

trials. The yarn was HITCO's product code FYT 100-Z. Plans were to fabricate

both a tubular and flat braid for comparison to braids fabricated from glass.

The braid designs selected were a 4/80/450 standard tubular and a 4/77/45* flat

braid.

Initial braiding trials showed that the ý.ilica yarn was extremely fragile and

and not adaptable to high-speed commernial braiding equipment. Modifications were

required to the eighty (80) carrier braiding machine to enable handling of silica yarn.

These consisted of speed control and rebuilding of the carrier tensioning devices.

Tubular braids were successfolly fabricated on a sixteen (16) carrier braiding

machiae which contained carrier speed control and proper tension devices.

The approach of directly braiding silica yarn was put on hold pending the results

of the alternate approach to obtain a braided silica tape. It should be noted

that the cost of silica yrn is high (>$40.00/lb) when compared to the cost of

commercially available -tMSit tapes (i.e., $17.00-25.00 per pound). The cost of

a prepregged silica tape by directly braiding the yarn was estimatAd to be $50.00 to

$55.00 a pound which is more than twice the cost of the commercially available

material. The direct braiding of silica yarn was put on hold for thLs reason
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also.

The second approach to obtain a silica consisted of braiding E-glass yarn an.

subsequently leaching the glass into silica. The leaching process is basically ahot ac

I.washing and heat treating process where impurities in the glass are dissolved

and washed away thus increasing the level of silica content in the yacns. This

process is used by HITCO to manufacture RefrasilTM yarn and cordage. During

I the leaching process significant yarn shrinkage occurs (i.e., approximately

20%). Braided E-glass designs were selected to evaluate the effects of

the leaching process on the final braid designs. A total of six (6) samples,

each containing 100 feet, were fabricated for leaching evaluation. The braids

consisted of both flat and tubular braids using five (5) and four (4) yarn

I ends per carrier of ECG7S 1/2 glass yarn using seventy-seven (77) and eighty

(80) carriers respectively. A summary of the braid designs fabricated for

J leaching trials is shown in Table 13.

TABLE 13

CANDIDATE E-GLASS BRAID DESIGNS
FABRICATED FOR LEACHING TRIALS

Flat Braids Width(in) Braid Angle(8V) Packing(Plaits/in)

Sample #i 2.2 53 11

Sample #2 2.5 55 9
Sample #3 2.5 59 8

Tubular Braids
Sample #1 1.2 48 13
Sample #2 1.5 58 18
Sample #3 1.1 42 16

As shown in Table 13, the packing of the braids was varied to enable a

determination of the effects of the leaching process. It should be noted that

the flat braids obtained in Table 13 were selected after numerous attempts to

fabricate a high quality tape.

Refrasil - Trade Mark HITCO
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Many problems were encountered during the preliminary fabrication of the

flat braids which were related to non-uniformity cf the braid angle. in many

instances the braid angle varied from 30* at the edge of the tape to approxi-

mately 600 at the center. The problem was attributed to variation in yarn

tension applied by the braid carrier. As a result, the tensioning sprirgs and yarn

guides were replaced on all seventy-seven (77) carriers.

The six (6) candidate braid designs were processed into silica at HITCO.

The changes to the physical properties of the braids are listed in Table 14.
• i

TABLE 14

Physical Properties of Tubular and Flat E-Glass
Braids Before And After Leaching

Flat Braids Width(inch) Braid Angle (0) Packing(Plaits/in)

Sample #1 Glass 2.2 53 11
Silica 1.8 58 11

Sample #2 Glass 2.5 - 59
Silica 2.0 60 10

Sample #3 Glass 2.5 59 8
Silica 2.0 62 9

Tubular Braids

Sample #1 Glass 1.2 48 13
Silica 1.0 56 15

Sample #2 Glass 1.5 58 8
Silica 1.0 68 8

Sample #3 Glass 1.1 42 16
Silica 1.0 49 18

Tubular braids Sample #2 and Sample #3 were unacceptable for subsequent

tapewrapping or prepregging. Tubular braid Sample #3 contained maximum yarn

packing which was increased by the leaching process. The resulting tape had

negligable ability to stretch and conform to a wrap mandrel surface. Tubular braid

Sample #2 contained minimal packing. During leaching the braid angle increased

to an unacceptable level where it approached properties similar to a straight

tape. It can be seen from reviewing Table 14 that flat braids were less
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susceptable to braid angle and packing variations resulting from the leaching

process. Wh[.le a direct comparison or trend was not erident, there was evide,-ce

that flat braids were more adaptable to the leaching process, the major difference

being the change in braid angle. £t was hypothesized that the tubular braid was

more restricted, thus limiting the ability of the tubular braid to change diameter

during leaching. Therefore, as shrinkage occured during heat treatment,

the braid angle increased significantly. The highest packed flat braid (i.e.,

flat braid Sample #1) exhibited the smallest changes in physical properties as a

K, result of the leaching process. The braid angle increased during leaching to 580

from 530; however, as determined in the baseline fabrication studies, braided tapes

with angles less than 600 had con'.formability properties similar to bias-cut tapes.

As a result of tha braiding trials, tio (2) designs were selected for prepregging

evaluation. These were both Samples_#l of the tubular and flat braids.

Prepreg trials using the tubular braid indicated that it could not be used

with the elastomeric modified phenolic resin. The rubber-modified-phenolic resin

(•.•P) had a very high viscosity and poor ,tetting characteristics. The RMP resin

was supplied as a 15% solids solution by Fiberite, Inc. of Winona, Minnesota in

a methyl ethyl ket-one (MEX) solvent. The rapid vclatization of the MEK, high

viscosity nature of the resin and poor wetting characteristics prevented the RMP

from penetrating the interior surface of the tubular braid. Process methods were

attempted to penetrate the center of the braid. These consisted of pressure imprcqg-

nation, resin soaking and repeat impregnations, but limited impregnation of the

interior surfaces of the tubular braid occurred. A final approach consisted of

T first impregnating the braid in a tutbular shape, followed by slitting, and then two

(2) additional resin impregnations on the slit tubular braid. This approach was

successful in that a 26% resin solids content was obtained; but the slitting of t:

tubular braid required an additional operation. The resin solids content achieve._

as a result of this approach is shown in Table 15.
56
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TABLE 15

Resin Pick-Up of Tubular and Slit Tubular
Silica B4.-aid Using RMP Resin as Impregnant

Tubular braid initial impregnation - 8.36% resin solids

Slit tubular braid, second impregnation - 18.27% resin solids

Slit tubular braid, third impregnation - 25.60A resin solids

Similar results were obtained using the flat silica braids, however, the

slitting operation wan not required.

A secondary problem that was determined using the RMP resin was rapid

volatilization of the MEK solvent. Plans called for the use of FMI's tapeline

facility for the prepregging of the silica braid. However, the tapeline facilityI!
did not contain the necessary equipment to accommodate the large quantities of

highly flammable solvent (i.e., MEK) which would be released when processing

production quantities of braid. Thus, Fiberite was selected for prepregging the

production quantity of material.

As a result of the braiding, leaching and prepregging trials, a flat E-glass

braid was selected for demonstrating the manufacturing tnchnology. The braid

design established for the production quantity of braid is shown in Table 16.

TABLE 16

SELECTED E-GLASS BRAID DESIGN

Configuration = Flat

Yarn Ends = 5 yarns ECG75 1/2 per carrier

Machine Carriers = 77

Tape Width = 2.2" to 2.4"

Packing = 11-14 plaits/inch

Braid Angle = 470 to 520

Braid Angle = 350 to 570 maximum
Variations
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4.2 Braided Tape Mznufacturing Demonstration

Production quaatitites of flat b-raided tape were fabricated from E-glass.

The flat braid design was selected because of the following; 1) A flat braid

was required for use with the RmP resin because of its high viscosity and

poor wetting characteristics; 2) The use of a flat braid eliminated the

slitting operation required to successfull! prepreg a tubular braid design;

3) The flat braids were more adaptable to the leaching process in that they were

less restricted and there was less variation in the physical properties of the

flat braids, 4) Flat braids demonstrated better control and reproducibility

of physical properties because they had less tendancy to distort or stretch during

leaching and prepregging.

A total of 1885 yards of flat braid was mantifactured into seven (7) each

spools. Each spool contained approximately 800 feet of continuous (i.e., splice

less) braid. The flat braid was manufactureed in accordance to the braid design

identified in Table 16. Erch spool was subsequently inspected for design con-

formance by conducting physical measurements on the braid.

The quantity of b1aid fabricated was based on material allocations for

demonstration and test hardware. It was determined that 100 feet of -)repregged

tape was required for fabrication of flat panels, 1500 feet for subscale cylinder.
i /i

3300 feet for sumoscale frusta and 750 feet for supply to MICOM. The flat panels

:;.-,d caylinders were used for removal of test coupons and the subscal.. frusta were

for demonstration hardware.

A aest and evaluation plan was developed and submitted to MICOM. Testing

con:'isted of mechanical, thermal, ablative and erosion evaluation. The

mechanical tests consisted of axial tension and flexure at room temperature

and 500 0 F. Thermal tests consisted of hoop expansion and thermal conductivity

in the radial direction from room temperature to 500 0 F. Ablation testing
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consisted of evaluating the material response to heat flux levels ranging between

2 2420 Btu/Ft -sec to 8e0 Btu/Ft -sec at corresponding surface pressurEsof seven

(7) to fifteen (15) atmospheres. Erosion testing consisted of determining

material response to single particle impact using one (1) millimeter diameter

glass beads launched at 8000 ft/sec.

Flat panels were needed for obtaining the erosion, ablation, and radial

thermal conductivity specimens. The mechanical and hoop expansion test

specimens were removed from tapawrapped cylinders. A detailed discussion of the

material test and evaluation is presented in the subsequent section of this

report.

The seven (7) spools of flat braided E-glass tape were forwarded to HITCO for

leaching into si'lica. Problems arose at HITCO when attempting to process large

quantities of flat braid in that residual acid was present on the tape during

firing (i.e., heat treating). The residual acid caused severe local fiber

damage where present. The incomplete acid removal was caused by the inability

of the water rinsing process to penetrate the large spools. It was determined

that maximum 50 feot lengths of glass braid could be successfully processed.

Therefore, the remainder of the seven (7) each spools containing 800 feet each we>.

sectioned into 50 foot spools and batch processed. A total of ninety-four (94)

spools containing'a minimum of fifty (50) continuous feet each were successfully leac'-d

Table 17 lists the physical properties of the flat braided silica tapes after leachirq

It can be seen from Table 17 that changes to the flat braid as a result

of the leaching process, were within the desired design parameters established.

However, stretching of the braid did occur as indicated by the increase in braid

angle and reduction in tape width. The silica tapes were very near to the upper

limits in terms of braid angle and packing, but they still contained adequate

stretch and conformability for tapewrapping.
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"TABLE 17

V Physical Properties of Silica Tapes Manufactured By Acid
Leaching of E-Glass

FML 50ft. Rolls Weight Length Tape Packing Braid Angle
Roll Ident. Processed (ibs) (yds) Width(in) Plaits/in) (9*)Min/Max

1 14 20.2 270 1.9 13.5 53/55

2 15 22.1 290 2.0 13.5 50/57

3 13 18.8 250 2.0 13.5 53/55

4 13 18.8 250 1.9 13.5 53/58

5 14 19.3 254 1.9 14.0 52/56

6 14 19.2 254 2.0 14.0 54/55

7 11 15.5 204 1.8 13.5 56/57

The ninety-four (94) spools of flat silica braid were prepregged at

Fiberite, Inc. The rationale for selection of a vendor to perform this process

has been discussed previously. Fiberite prepregged the silica tapes in

accordance with the Material Specification for Impregnated Cloths and Tapes;

MIS 22123. Fiberite uses a conveyer belt that carries the tape through the

impregnation and staging ovens. In this manner, the tape is not pulled through,

which could result in additional stretching-of the tape.

A two (2) stop procedure was used to prepreg the flat braided silica tape.

The initial impregnation used a 15% resin solids solution followed by a 30%

resin solids impregnation. Staging,.which basically consisted of driving off

the MEK solvent,was performed between impregnations. The two (2) 2tep

impregnation procedure was used bek:ause of the poor penetration properties of the

RMP resin. The PMP resin has more of a tendancy to coat the fiber bundles rather

than infiltrate them.

After prepregging, the edges of the braid were sli.t to the desired tape

width. T!hree (3) different tape widths were reqplired to fabricate test and
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denonstration bazdware. For fabricating tapewrapped cylinders, a 1.65" wide

tape was requirfL to obtain the desired wall thickness. Subscale frusta and

flat laminates required a 1.4" wide tape and material supplied to MICOM was 0.75" w "e.

After prepregging, the properti:s were measured. The resin solids

content and volatiles content of selected spools of braid are listed in Table 18.

The average resin content of all the prepregged spools measured wrs

27.4% with an average vulatils content of 6.7%. The resin content was within

the desired property goals established early in the program (i.e., 30% ± 5%)

as was volatiles content (i.e., 6P. ± 3%). The prepreg process caused additional

stretching of the tape and tensionin. tests performed on the prepreg indicated only

10% elongation. These tests were performed by placing a one (1) pound weight

at the end of the prepreg with the opposite end fixed. A heat gun was used on

the gage section of the tape and percent elongation was determined.

The additional stretching of the tape was attrituted to weight of the

tape and resin mixture as it exited the resin bath just prior to the conveyor

belt which carries it through the staging ovens. Also, the RMP resin shrinks

considerably as the MEK solvent is driven off causing additional tape shrinkage

(i.e., increase in braid angle).

There was concern of the tape's ability to conform during tapewrapping;

however as discussed in the following section the material was succeasfully

wrapped.

4.3 Fabrication of Tapewrapped Cylinders and Frusta

Plans called for the fabrication of a flat laminate plus tapewrapped

cylinders and frusta. A flat laminate was fabricated by hand lay-up techniques.

A molding tool was fabricated to provide a finished 8"x12"xl/2" thick laminate. A
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TABLE 18

Prepreg Properties of RMP/Flat Silica Bra3.ded Tape

lResin Solids Volatiles Weight
Roll No. M%) (%) (lbs)

1.40" Wide tape (57 rolls)
7 27.4 7.1 1.56

9 27.1 7.0 1.73

13 28.3 5.7 1.75

29 26.4 5.9 1.59

31 30.2 7.9 1.68

33 27.7 7.1 1.68

47 24.2 7.3 1.45

48 27.6 5.7 1.47
55 26.0 5.4 1.48

"56 28.0 6.3 1.45

"59 31.6 8.0 1.89

61 28.7 7.9 1.55

* 63 32:0 8.2 1.50

69 24.4 7.5 1.59

1.65" Wide Tape (26 rolls)

5 27.2 7.1 1.79

6 28.1 7.0 1.77

14 28.8 6.1 1.68

51 26.4 4.5 1.73

52 28.3 4.6 1.74

"79 25.7 7.6 1.70

81 25.0 7.7 1.76

82 25.4 6.8 1.75

S0.75" Wide Tape (12 rolls)

27 29.3 6.5 1.58

,U

94 25.2 5.9 1.23
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A sketch of the tool is shown in Figure 13. Strips of 1.65Y wide prepreg

were cut and stacked against the 20* starting ramp of the tool. This

approach was used to simulate a tapewrapped material since the specimen

geometries required for testing could not be machined from either a

cylinder or frustum configuration. The entire assembly was then enclosed

within a vacuum bag for autoclave curing. A minimum vacuum of 25" Hg

was maintained on the vacuum bag and the laminate was cured under 500 psi

pressure at 3200F for two (2) hours.

After molding, the plate was machined square and inspected. Test

specimens as identified in Figure 14 were removed for test and evaluation.

Each individual specimen was radiographed to insure that there were no

delaminations or foreign inclusions. The resulting specimen data is

listed in Table 19. The specimen data indicated that very uniform properties

were obtained in that variation in specimen densities were minimal. However,

it can be seen that the density level is low when compared to commercial RMSP.

Two (2) cylinders were fabricated using the 1.65" wide tape. A right-

hand helix was used to wrap each cylinder. A steel wrap mandrel,(see

Figure 151 was used which provided a nominal twenty (20) degree shingle

angle and a laminate which was 7.8" inside diameter by 12" high with a 1/2"

wall thickness. After wrapping each cylinder the assembly was removed from

the wrap lathe and machined. The outside diameter surfacett

was machined using single point tooling to provide a uniform surface for

autoclave curing. After machining, a vacuum bag assembly was placed over the

mandrel and sealed. The cylinders were cured at 500 psi and 320*F for two -'

(2) hours while maintainiaig a minimum 25" Hg vacuum. The cylinders were then

removed from the wrap mandrel and both interior and exterior surfaces were
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Figure W4

CUTTING PLAN FOR MOLDED FLAT LAMINATE
Ply Orientation :

200

Ii I

to
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A- A AE-5-8

TC-I TC-2 TC-3 E-6

-- 11
Le S E-7

__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 12" 11

No. Lgth. Width Thick.
+ .010 +.005 +.005 A Ablationrolerance - .000 -. 000 -. 000 Specimen

Ablation 10 2.000" 1.000" .500"1 E = Erosion
Specimen

Erosion.8 1.500O .750" .500". - RadiaTh

Thermal 3 3.000"D - .500" Conductivity
Cond. Specimen
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I, TABLE 19

Flat Plate Specimen Data - 201 Lay-up Angle
i" Braided RMSP Tape

ID Weight (gms) Dimensions (inches) Gravity(i/cc)

, TC-1 85.02 3006 dia x 0.503 thick 1.46

TC-2 85.26 1.46

TC-3 85.17 1.46h.

Length Width Thickness

El 12.13 1.431 0.704 0.503 1.46

E2 12.13 1.433 0,704 0.503 1.46

E3 12.62 1.433 0.733 0.505 1.45

E4 12.21 1.436 0.703 0.504 1.46

E5 12.11 1.431 0.702 0.503 1.46

E6 12.11 1.431 0.702 0.503 1.46

E7 12.17 1.433 0.703 0.504 1.46

E8 12.60 1.506 0.698 0.502 1.45

Al. 24.04 2.006 1.005 0.500 1.45

A2 24.14 2.006 1.004 0.502 1.45

A3 23.98 2.006 1.004 0.500 1.45

A4 24.20 2.006 1.004 0.502 1.46

AS 24.16 2.006 1.003 0.505 1.46

A6 24.13 2.006 1.004 0.502 1.45

A7 24.30 2.006 1.004 0.505 1.46

A8 24.11 2.006 1.005 0.502 1.45

A9 24.13 2.007 1.004 0.501 1.46

A10 24.10 2.006 1.005 0.503 1.45

Key

A = Ablation Specimen (wedge type)
E - Particle Impact Specimen
TC = Radial Thermal Conductivity Specimen
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surface ground. Test specimens consisting of hoop thermal expansion,

axial tension and axial flexure were machined from the cylinders. The

specimens reomvea rom the tape' apped cylinders are shown in Figure 16.

j The subscae frusta for demonstration hardware were manufactured

similar to the cylinders. The frustum configuration selected for demon-

stration was 18.7" major inside diameter, 150 half angle, 20" long with a wall

thickness of 0.250". A wrap mandrel was designed and fabricated to provide

a twenty (20) degree shingle angle and the part configuration identified.

A sketch of the wrap mandrel is illustrated in Figure 17. A 1.4" wide

braided RMSP tape was used to fabricate the frusta. Like the cylinders, a

right-hand wrap helix was used. No problems were experienced wrapping the

part even at the forward end where the wrap ratio increases. The frusta

where cured at 500 psi and 3206F for two and one-half (2J) hours. After

curing the frusta were machined to the desired wall thickness and forwarded

to MICOM.

A tag ring was removed from the forward and aft end of the frustum

to evaluate part uniformity and measure physical properties. The results

of these tests are listed in Table 20.

TABLE 20

Tapewrapped RMSP Frustum - Tag Ring Properties

Test FWD Ring AFT Ring

Residual Volatiles (%) 1.90 1.80
1.81 1.89
1.87 1.82

Avg. = 1.86 Avg. m 1.84
Resin Solids (wt %) 24.8 26.2

24.9 25.9
25.0 26.3

Avg. - 24.9 Avg. 26.1

Specific (gravity (g/cc)) 1.47 1.47

Apparent Density 1.57 1.54

*Note: Three specimens were removed at 1200 segments on the tag rings.
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TAPEWRAPPED CYLINDER CUTTING DIAGRAM

EXPANDED VIEW

Aq

A

A II

SB B C C C

A w Hoop Thermal Expansion (8"ID x 1/2" Wall x 3/4" High)

B m Axial Tension (1/2" W x 3/8" Thick x 4" Long)

C - Flexure Strength (1/2" W x 3/8" Thick x 4" Long)
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It can be seen that the physical properties were uniform; however,

of concern was the difference between the specific gravity and

apparent density. The difference between these values indicates that

an open proosity of 4% to 6% was present. The porosity was attributed

to the lower than desired resin content which is approximately 30% lower

than commercially available RMSP tapes.

It should be noted that the wetting and infiltration of the tape

by the RMP was poor. This was evident by the porosity values, density

level, and mechanical strengths which are discussed in the subsequent

report section. The braid that resulted from the leaching and prepregging

processes was very highly packed, near the upper limits of the design goals.

Resin penetration into the yarn bundles was not evidenttherefore the

resulting porosity of the tapewrapped cylinders and frusta and flat molded

plates was high and the density was approximately 15% lower than desired.

An additional cylinder was tapewrapped using commercial bias-cut

RMSP to determine whether the high porosity and low density properties could

be attributed to fabrication procedures. The physical properties of this

cylinder are summarized in Table 21 with a summary of the laminates

fabricated with braided tape. It can be seen that the commercial RMSP con-

tained had a higher density which can be attributed to the higher resin

content. Adlitional efforts would be required to increase the resin content

of *he braided silica material.
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5.*0 MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

To afford the means to quantitatively assess the overall perfotmance

characteristics of the braided rubber modified phenolic material, a series

of tests were conducted to ascertain the following properties:

H o Ablation

o Erosion

o Mechanical

o Thermal

In performing these tests, the fundamental performance verification of

material design and manufacturing technique was confirmed. Additionally,

this information provided the opportunity to compare this material with the

commercially available bias cut tape material at similar design loading re-

quirements particular to the anticipated vehicle scenario.

The following sections describe the test techniques and procedures employed

to conduct these tests. Specifically, the ablation, erosion, mechanical, and

thermal testing are addressed in Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 respectively.

5.1 Ablation Testing

Eight (8) ablation tests were conducted using the two dimensional (2D)

wedge test configuration in the Avco Ten Megawatt Arc Facility. Two models

each were tested at four different test environments. The tests

provided the following comparative data for each of the test models:

a) Pre and post test mass and dimensional changes,

b) Surface brightness temperature and radiation response data,

c) Rear surface temperature response,

d) Motion picture histories of the ablating surfaces, and

e) Surface recession data.

The sections following detail this testing technique and report the

results obtained.
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5.1.i FaClity Description

SA~~p.aratus"

-Ablation testing was conducted at the Avco Ten Megawatt Arc (10MW) fa-

cility, Wilmingtoni Mass.

The 10 MW Arc Facility's basic components are shown in Figure 18.

Its design incorporates a 4-inch diameter spherical plenun chamber into

which four individual arc heads exhaust radially. The four arcs are mounted

in a common plane, equally spaced at angles of 90 degrees around the

periphery of the plenum chamber. The heated air mixes in the plenum chamber

and exhausts through an exit nozzle in a direction perpendicular to the plane

of the four radial plasma generators.

The power supply for the unit is a bank of 2080 heavy duty 12-volt

lead-acid storage batteries. The arcs are initiated by means of fine steel

wires. Air is injected tangentially into the ;.c chambers through sonic

orifices and flows into the plenum chamber. When the power breaker is

closed, steady state values of the current, voltage, and plenum pressure'. .

are achieved in less than 0.1 seconds. The 10 MW facility is described in detail

in Reference 1.

Two-Dimensional Supersonic Wedge Test Configuration 4
A rectangular nozzle was used (Reference 2 and 3) to produce

a uniform supersonic flow over a flat specimen. The high power capability

of the 10 MW Arc, coupled with the destabilizing effects of a high level of

free stream turbulence and the unfavorable pressure gradient by an oblique

shock at the specimen leading edge, make possible the achievement 3f a turbulent

boundary layer on a flat plate. A profile camera technique was adapted to the

2-D turbulent ablation test configuration in order to provide an accurate means
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Figure 18

CUTAWAY VIEW OF 10MW ARC

SHOWING ARC PLENUM CHAMBER AND FOUR

ARC UNITS SET-UP FOR SONIC PIPE TESTS
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of determining the steady-state recession rate as well as supersonic flow and

ablating surface interaction.

The 2-D turbulent ablation testing configuration is described in Reference

4. The test configuration is shown schematically in Figure 19 with the

standard specimen shape.

As shown in Figure 19, the test configuration consists of the specimen

test surface placed flush with the lower edge of the nozzle and inclined at an
A-0

angle of 150 to the flow. The inclination insures that, for reasonable test

time, at least the downstream half of the specimen remains parallel to its

original position and is subjected to a relatively constant environment (flow

turned through a 15~ compression angle) during the entire test. Under some

conditions the shock thus produced may also aid in tripping the boundary -

layer.

Gas Enthalpy

The average gas enthalpy of the exhaust jet for both the model and cali-

bration tests was determined from the sonic flow theory of Winovich (Reference

5). measurements of gas enthalpy on the centerline of the exhaust jet dith

an enthalpy probe (Reference 6) have shown good agreement between the measured

and calculated values. Figure 20 presents the fundamental curve of gas

enthalpy versus a sonic throat mass flow rate parameter, derived by use of

isentropic equilibrium flow relationships. The nozzles used during this test

series were the Mach 2 and Mach 2.5 nozzle!.

The gas mass flow rate is preset with adjustable sonic flow orifices

located upstream of the arc firing chambers. This system provides a means

of maintaining constant g-.s mass flow into the individual arcs. Adjustment

of a precision type pressure regulator upstream of these orifices allows a

total gas mass flow. A differential pressure transducer across the orifice
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plate produces a signal on a continuous recording oscillograph. The arc plenum

chamber pressure is measured by means of a standard pressure transducer which

also produces a signal on a continuous recording oscillograph.

Heat Flux and Pressure

Heat flux and pressure calibration are accomplished through the use of a

flat surface copper block, the same size and shape as the specimen, along the

centerline of which are located three copper null-point transient calorimeters

(Reference 7) and two pressure taps. The distances of the calorimeters and the

pressure taps from the nozzle exit and their location relative to the sample

position are shown in Figure 21. The calorimeter test consists of placing an

uncooled solid copper model where the sample is normally located. The overall

dimensions and shape of the copper model and ablative samples are normally

identical. Briefly, the calorimeter consiuts of a small OFHC (oxygen free high

conductivity) copper cylinder, into which a thermocouple is brazed in place.

The thermocouple consists of 5-mil chromel and alumel wires contained in a 2-

hole alumina rod, all placed in a stainless steel sheath. The thermocouple is

brazed into the copper slug by means of 20 kv vacuum induction heater. The

thermocouple is located at the jo-called "null point," at which the temperature

response matches the surface temperature of an uninstrumented copper cylinder.

Once the surface-temperature history is determined for the one-dimensional

.heating of the copper slu•. a digital computer program is employed to determine

the heat flux as a function of time to the copper calorimeter (Reference 8). L
The pressure measured at the upstream tap location (tap 1) is considered [

to be the static pressure behind the oblique shock. The Mach number behind

the shock, M2, is then found from the following equation:

2 2 + l) y -1] -2 (&2-1)M2. 1 (L)

(y -1) • + (C -1)
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where M1 is the nozzle design Mach No., • is the static pressure ratio

across the shock, and Y is again taken as 1.2. Knowing the total enthalpy

(Hs a the static pressure, and the Mach No., other properties of the flow

behind the shock are found from the Mollier diagram for air with the use of

an auxiliary scale solving the relation U2 2AH as described in Reference 9

where U is the gas velocity and AH is the enthalpy change from static to

stagnation conditions. Beginning just downstream of the first pressure tap

location, streamlines begin to diverse (visible as erosion paths on certain

types of specimens) due to the cross-flow pressure gradient. Therefore, the

pressure measured at the second tap location is less than that at the first,

although still greater than one atosphere. If an isentropic expansion is con-

sidered to have taken place between taps 1 and 2, the Mollier diagram may be

used to find the flow environmtent at the second tap location.

Shear Stress

In addition to the heat flux and other flow parameters which are recorded

for a test, the shear stress is also calculated. The shear stress is assumed

to be given by Reynolds' Analogy, that is:

qcw U
H- (2)

8

where

qCW - cold wall heat flux

H -- stagnation gas enthalpy

The methods used to determine the cold-wall heat flux and gas enthalpy were

given previously. The gas velocity is determined by use of isentropic-flow

and oblique-shock relationships, assuming a ratio of specific heats (Y) of

1.2, for the appropriate nozzle dimensions and specimen configuration.
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t A 5.1.2 Test Model Description

The nominal test model design for the reported test series is shown in

I Figure 22. one chroinel alumel thermocouple was attached to the rear

surface of each model as shown schematically in Pigure 22. Pretest

Smeasurements on the "as received" models are recorded in Table 22. Each

I ~ model's density was also calculated prior to machining and installation of

[i the thermocouple. These data are prejsent~ed in Table 22.

Pretst hotgraps (igues'23 and 24) were takbn of the eight

1k -instrumented prime test models showing the condition of the test surface.

A typical view of the rear surface after thermocouple attachment is shown in

Figure 25. An epoxy cement was used to assure the attachment of the

r I thermocouple to the model. As shown in Table 22, each model was nominally

0.50 inch thick and had the same length and width. When the leading edge

angle was machined on each model, the test surface length was decreased. The

K -. angle varied from 5 to 25 degrees, depending on the desired test environment.

II ~ 5.1.3 Test Procedure and Results

Four steady-state test environments were employed. For each environment

I the model observations would be similar as discussed below. Prior to the model

tests, a series of calibration tests were performed to confirm the four (4)

test environments desired.

I Calibration

As discussed in Section 5.1-1, the heat flux and pressure that a per-

spective test model would experience at the outset of the test is measured

using a calorimeter having the same size and shape as the model (Figure 21).

In order to obtain the desired enthalpy and heating rate, two different super-

sonic two-dimensional nozzles were usea together with different model inclinatioil
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angles. The arc parameters and -test environments are given in Table 23

which presents the summuary data for calibration and test specimen runs.

* For each of the four (4) test environments, the variation from run-to-run

was very small. Figures 26 through 30 present the calibration heat flux

and surface pressure distribution data for each of the four test environments.

In all cases the surface pressure is slightly higher than one atmosphere de-

creasing slightly with axial position along the centerline of the model. The

calorimeter heat flux values so determined are assumed to correlate using the

approximate turbulent heating relationship:

4cw (z0.h H )(3)

where

q cold wall heat flux
F 1  -w

-total air mass flow rate in arc

H - stagnation gas enthalpy

This relationship was used to determine the cold wall heat flux for each

specimen test. For each test environment, the model location and inclination

angle was the same as that for the calorimeter.

During the test series, starting with AVCO, Run 12503, an arc-operating

problem occurred which may have influenced the material ablation. To circumvent

the problem, the arc-operating condition for this test point was slightly

altered, namely, decreasing the air mass flow which lowered the heat flux

slightly. Calibration data for both points are presented, as are the ablation
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CALIBRATION TEST CONOITION

RUN 12493 5 DEG. INCLINATION ANGLE ENTHALPY 2950 BTU/LB
ls CENTERLI HE MEAT FLUX OISTRIBUIION MACH NO. 2.

U F
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Figure 26 - Calibration Test Results, Run No. 12,493
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CALIBRATION TEST CONDITION
RUN 12496 23 DEG. INCLINATION ANGLE ENTHALPY 2950 3TU/LB

10o0 CENTERLINE HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION MACH NO. 2.

1 1 I _ _

1 I I I I
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F'iguze..2.7 -Calibration'Test Results, Run No. 12, 496
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S.CALIBRATION TEST CONDITION
RUN 12499 25 DEG. INCLINATION ANGLE ENTHALPY 2570 BTU/LB

ao., CENTERLINEHEAT FLUX OISTRIBUTION MACH NO. 2.5

__ _ _ _ I I I I _ ___
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...... __ _ __ _ _ I __ _ __ _ _,j lowi
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Figure 28 - Calibration Test Results, kun No. 12,499
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CALIBRATION TEST CONOITION
RUN 12502 20 DEG. INCLINATION ANGLE ENTHALPY 2310 BTU/LB

' ,CENTERLINE HEAT FLUX OISTRIBUTION MACH-NO. 2.5
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Figure 29-ClIatinTs Reuts u -o ____,502
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Figure 29 -Calibration Test Results, Run No. 1-2,502
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CALIBRATION TEST CONDITION
RUN 12507 20 DEG. INCLINATION ANGLE ENTHALPY 2980 BTU/LB!.l ooe CENTERLINE HEAT. FLrUX DI.,STRIBlUTION •MACH NO. _2..5.
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Figure 30 - Calibration Test Results, Run N:. 12,507
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results for the test models.

5.1.3.1 Test Setup and Environment

The ablation test setup is schematically shown in Figuxe 31. The

high speed cameras, recorling optical pyrometer, high resolution camera

polavision and recession profile camera are shown in their respective positions.

Each of the cameras was individually controlled such that all the cameras were

operating at least one second before the arc was initiated. The output of the

optical pyrometer was continually recorded once the test was underway. All

emf signal outputs, such as those from the thermocouple hot junction or the

recording pyrometer, were recorded on magnetic tape at a centralized

data acquisition system. Electronic data processing equipment was used to

recover and process the data. A two-way intercommunication capability allowed

coordination of efforts between the test and signal recording site. Individual

arc currents and voltages also were recorded continuously on the facility CEC

oscillograph. The total test time is determined from timing lines on the

oscillograph. The start of the test is taken when the recorded pressure and

current traces respond (approximately 0.01 second). The end of the test is

taken when the arc current is terminated.

Recession Rate Determination

The Nikon 35mm variable frame rate camera was used to obtain films (about

two (2) per second) of the specimen surface. Through the use of a split filter

technique, it was possible to obtain a clear image of both the heated specimen

surface and the cooled specimen holder (which had a fixed position reference

marker (scale) attached). The recession data are obtained using a Telecomputing

Corporation film reader. Readings so obtained are entered into a program to

obtain a least mean squares fit recession rate and a plot for each test. In

addition to the recession data, the Nikon films also show the shock patterns
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I2
on the heated surface due to the reaction of the supersonic air flow with

any significant surface roughness or distrubance that may exist as a result

of nonuniform surface ablation. All surface recession data were obtained

for the specimen station at 1.250 inches from the leading edge.

Surface Brightness Temperature and Surface Radiation

Surface brightness temperature was measured and recorded continually

during each test by a high resolution Thermodot (Infrared Industries Model

TD-9F) recording optical pyrometer. This instrument is sensitive to radiation

at a 0.80 ± 0.015 micron wavelength. The optical head was focused 1.250 inches

from the specimen's test surface leading edge, along the centerline, covering a

circular viewing area of 0.114 inch diameter. Coupled with this measurement

was the total radiation measurement taken at the same station using an Eppley

thermopile sensitive to radiation in the range from 0.3 to 3.0pm and covering

a spot of 0.272 inches diameter. The total emittance of the surface material

can be calculated by dividing the total radiation, as measured by the Eppley

thermopile, by the black-body radiation corresponding to the true surface

temperature.

High Speed Motion Picture Coverage

Two (2) 16mm high speed cameras were used to record model ablation-

phenomena. These were a Milliken (D.B- Milliken Co., Model DBM55) and a

LOCAM (Redlake, Photo Instrument, Model 51) high speed motion picture cameras

using color motion picture film. Both cameras were operated at framing rates

of 100 frames per second. The framing rate was recorded on the film using a

high frequency pulse generator operating at 1000 cycles per second. Each

camera had a slightly d.,"ferent viewing angle of the test surface and used a

different viewing lens.
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In addition to the above described camcras, a polavision camera was

used for instant review of the surface ablation phenomena. This camera

uses 8uun color motion picture film which is developed within 2 minutes after

a test is concluded and is projected on a special viewer.

Internal Temperature Measurements

as desccibed in Section 5.1.2, instrumented models were tested. These

models were each instrumented with one backface tlierm~oc'ouplt: as shown in

Figure 22.

Thermocouple signals were recorded csn magnetic tape and processed by

computer. An ice bath, in the test cell, served as the reference junction

for the thermocouple circuit.

5.1.3.2 Test Data Presentation

General Discussion of Test Results

Although an arc malfunction occurred in one model test, the tests in

general were performed without any other model or other arc nialfunctions.

Is Tables 23 and 24 present a summary of the arc test paratmeters and

ablative performance of the test models respectively. Table 25 present

II ~a suammary of the post test and motion pictu.Ce observations.

In general, all of the test models developed a flowing viscous liquid layer

on the heated surface. Although the motion picture coverage did not show any

significant surface spallation to have occurred during the tests, the post

test appearance (Figures 32 through 36 of some of the models showed significant

loss of char material (all occuring at the higher shear level test environments).

I .t -has been concluded -that this -char -layer loss occured -after the I

test was ended. This may have been due to sublayer pressure forces which

literally blew away a weak char layer after the pressure forces on the surface
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of the model were reduced following the conclusion of the test. Presented

below are the results of the test measurements and post test observations.

Post Test Sample Profile Measurements

Following the tests, each sample was weighed and measured. These data

are presented in Table 24. Data for Sample A-8 have been

omitted because of an arc malfuncti.on which resulted in abnormal material loss

of the model. As noted in Tab1li 24, the mo~dels tested at the low heating

environments expanded. All, other test models showed a loss in physical dimension.

The surface profile measurements of all models are presented in Figures 37 to

40. These profiles were generated by mechanical measurement using a dial

indicator micrometer equipped with a 0.032 inch diameter tarared tip. Readings

were taken starting from the test surface leading edge at 0.125 inch increments

along the specimen centerline. Model profiles were similar for those models

tested at the same environment for the same test time (Figure 40, Samples

A-7 and A-10).

Post Test M~odel and Motion Picture Observations

Figures 32 to 36 present the post test photographs of the test

models. Table 25 presents Ule post test observations for each v. the models

as well as the observations taken from the motion picture film~s. In general,

it appears that under certain flow environments the material being characterized

was susceptible to surface shear forces and in some cases had developed a weak

char which following the test was partially removed. This latter phenomenaI

occurred only at the shear levels of 60 a nd 74 psf (Figures 34 and 36).

* in all cases, there was a time period (induction time) before steady-state

ablation occurred. These times are noted in Table 25 under the motion picture

observation column. Under the lowest heating environment the induction time of
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CENTERLINE SURFACE RECESSION PROFILES

SAMPLE A-i RUN 124S4
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A-i and A-2
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CENTERLINE SURFACE RECESSION PROFILES

Z. AMPLE A-3 RUN 12497 -
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CENTERLINE SURFACE RECESSION PROFILES

SAMPLe A-5 RUN 12500
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Figure 39 - C•iterline Surface Recession Profiles of Models
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} CENTERLINE SURFACE RECESSION PROFILES

SAMPLE A-7 RUN 12503
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Figure 40 -Centerline Surface Recession Prof iles of Mod~els
A-7, A-9 and A-,1 ,
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2.3 seconds was evident while an induction time of 0.35 seccunds occurred at;

the highest heating level.

Recession Rate Measurement Results

Data obtained from the NIKON 35rmn camera enabled surface recession

measurements to be obtained at the 1.25 inch model station. These film data were

reduced using the Telecomputing Corporation film reader and measuring the

distance from a reference plane to the test surface at the selected station.

Readings so obtained are entered into a special program to obtain at least

mean squares f'it recession rate. Figures 41 through 49 present the results

of the measurements and recession rate values. The induction time (time required

to achieve steady state ablation) in all cases was significantly larger than

* ~the time required for flow to stabilize before steady-stLate ablation was

established. Also length of test time is important in establishing a creditable

recession rate as is evident in data from Run 12497 (10 sec) and Run 12498

(5 sec), F.4.gures 43 and 44 respectively. Obviouasly, the greatet the

number of data points the more likely a more accurate measure of recession rate

* will result.

Surface Brightness Temperature and Surface Radiation Measurement Results

The time histories of recorded surface brightness temperature and surface

radiation (1.25 inch model station) are presented in Figures 50 through

67, respectively. In general, the higher heat flux produced higher

values of surface brightness temperature and surface radiation. Near steady

* 3tate values of brightness temperature and surface radiation were achieved for

all test environments -except _for the lowest test cnitos The relative smooth-

ness of the traces also indicates no spallation or other adverse surface ablation

during the test period.
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2-0 WEDGE ABLATION PERFORMANCE NO. 12494
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Figure 41 -Surface Recession Versus Tin-e-Station
1.25 Inches - Model N-1
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2-0 WEDGE ABLATION PERPORMANCE NO. 12435
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2-0 WEDGE ABLATION PERFORMANCE NO. 124S7
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2-0 WEDGE ABLATION PERFORMANCE NO. 12498
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2-0 WEDGE ABLATION PERFORMANCE NO. 12500
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2-0 WEDGE ABLATION PERFORMANCE NO. 12501
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ABLATION PERFORMANCE NO. 12505
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2.-0 WEDGE ABLATION PERFORMANCE NO. 12506
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RU .2495 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
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RUN 12498 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
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RUN 12500 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
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RUN 12503 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
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RUN 12506 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS TEMPCRATURE
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RUN 12494 RADIANT HEAT FLUX
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RUN 12495 RADIANT HEAT FLUX
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SRUN 12497 RADIANT HEAT FLUX
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RUN 12498 RAOIANT HEAT FLUX
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RUN 12001 RADIANT HEAT FLUX
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RUN 12503 RADIANT HEAT FLUX
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RUN 12506 RADIANT HEAT FLUX
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Rear Surface Temperature Measurement Results

As shown in Figure 22, each model was instrumented with a chromel-

alumel thermocouple located on the back side of the model at the 1.25 inch

model station. Although temperature data were obtained in all test runs, it

was apparent from some trares that hot gas had contacted the back side material

and produced a sm1ii (200F) temperature response during the heating portion of

the test. As a consequence, some of the recorded data are in error and are not

reproduced. Those data which are considered reliable are shown in Figures 68

to 72. In general, the back side temperature response was negligible during

the heating cycle. The only temperature response occurred well into the cool

down or soak cycle. The material is essentially an insulator having a low

thermal diffusivity. It might be noted that the gas leakage that occurred

developed at the trailing edge of the model where a gap existed in the holder

because the model length was shorter than normal. The gap was filled with

a silica phenolic material (butted against the model's trailing edge) which

apparently permitted a small quantity of hot gas to infiltrate to the base of the

model and oroduce a small temperature increase on the rear surface on some of

the models.

5.2 Erosion Testing

Six (6) single particle impact tests were conducted: Two (2) in the virgin

and four (4) Jg the charred material state. Two impact angles were enployed (10 a I

20 degrees) using a glass particle fired at nominally 8 kft/sec. The test series

provided the following comparative data:

o Pre and post test mass

o Post test photographs
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RUN 12503 C/A THERMOCOUPLE TC-1
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o Crater volume

0 Gravimetric and volumetric mass loss ratios

The particle testing was performed at Effects Technology, Inc. in

Santa Barbara, California. A description of the test technique is given

in the following subsections.

5.2.1 -Facility Description

The method of launching sm~all particles is based upon established

exploding foil technology. This technology has been used for many years

as a means of accelerating thin plastic plates to high velocities. Exploding

wire particle impact testing draws heavily on the extensive calibration

data available from exploding foil plate impact testing.

Energy Storage System

The circuit diagram of the ETI particle impact test system is shown in

Figure 73. The capacitor bank consists of four 14 p.f, 20 KV capacitors

which can be connected in parallel to provide 3, 6, 9, or 12 K Joules in a

rapid, high current discharge.

When the exploding element is connected into the circuit and the capacitor

bank is charged to the desired voltage, a solenoid is activated which discornnects

the bank from the power supply. The fire button is then depressed, sending

a low voltage pulse to the primary of the trigger transformer. The output of

the transformer is a short duration, 80 10V pulse which is applied to a pair

of electrodes located within the spark gap. This high voltage pulse causes

ionization of the air between the spark gap electrodes, thereby initiating

the discharge of the capacitor causing the wire to explode. A current viewing

resistor is used to monitor the bank current during each test.
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Particle Launch Assembly

The primary assembly type used for particle impact testing is illustrated

in Figure 74. In this approach, the driving force is provided by an

electrically exploded wire. initially, the wire is confined in an insulator

block. The insulator block sizes vary as a function of exploding wire

length. Typical block dimensions are 7.3 cm x 7.3 cm x 2.5 cm for 0.025 cm to

0.10 cm diameter wires. The barrel is aligned with, and centered on the

wire. The particle is placed in contact with the wire prior to the test.

Expansion of the exploded wire vapor is limited primarily to the path through

the barrel, so that the particle is accelerated to a high velocity. The

maximum launch velocities obtainable for a single particle depends primarily

on the particle material and size. Typically, spherical 1.0 nmm glass,

1.0 mm nylon, 0.4 mm aluminum oxide, and 1.00 mm tungsten carbide particles

have been successfully launched to velocities of 6,000m/sec, 3,600m/sec,

4,600m/sec, and 2,700m/sec, respectively.

Aiming

For tests requiring extreme accuracy in the prediction of impact loca-

tion, a laser alignment system is used. With this system, a laser beam

passing through the barrel projects a spot onto the surface oZ the test

specimen.. The specimen is then fixed in position for firing. Using this

technique, the impact location can be predicted to an accuracy of 0.5 mm for

a 1.0 mm diameter particle.

Shallow Angle Impact for Cold Specimens

For shallow angle impact tests, a special specimen holder has been de--

signed. In this design, illustrated in Figure 75, the angle of incidence

is fixed by the preset angle of the holding bracket. In general, specimens

involving shallow impact angles are required to be lengthened in the direction
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Iof tilt. This requirement arises because the aiming error, defined in terms

of the projected distance perpendicular to the particle trajectory, is

constant so that miss distances are amplified in the direction of tilt.

SAlso, in some cases, the craters elongate in the direction of tilt. However,

even for shallow angle impacts at a high velocity, the specimens can be

relatively small because of the aiming accuracy attainable by the approach

described here.

Thermal Gradient System

In general, all materials of a hypervelocity vehicle that axu exposed to

the external world and susceptible to erosion are potentially subject to

high thermal flux and correspondingly high surface temperatures, i.e.,

'i temperatures close to melting or sublimation. In addition, a steep thermal

gradient is -resent in which the material temperature decreases with increasing

distance from the surface. Two fixtures have been developed at ETI for

laboratory testing under thermal gradient conditions; one for testing in a

controlled atmosphere. Each of these thermal gradient fixtures consists of

a graphite susceptor placed within the RF load coil, which upon RF inductive

heating, acts as a graybody radiator to a nearby specimen. Figure 76 is

a schematic view of the graphite susceptor mounted in the induction load

coil. Radiating surfaces up to 5.08 cm diameter can be constructed with

spatial variation in temperature beinq 560K (100 0 F) at most. A protective

sleeve of boron nitride or alumina ceramic is usually placed between the coil

and the graphite heater in order to minimize the occurence of coil damage

caused by the hot particulates emitted by the graphite.

Figure 77 depicts the geometry of a specific thermal gradient apparatus

as used in conjunction with a particle launcher (backface surface temperature

is monitored). The actual firing position of the particle launcher can be
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Graphite Susceptor RF Coil

IRCON Pyro-
meter
Series 2000

Specimen

Launch Assembly

Specimen
Holder

Figure 77

MAIN GEOMETRY FOR THE THERMAL G PADIENT/
PARTICLE LAUNCHER APPARATUS
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oriented such that the particle will impact at the desired angle with respect

to the specimen's surface. A mechanical coupling between the specimen holder

and an electromagnetic solenoid allows the specimen to be moved from its

neutral or particle impact position to the heating position and back.

In order to provide the desired test parameters (.radiator temperature,

heating pulse time, and particle impact velocity), a precise sequence of

events is necessary. First the radiator is brouqht to the calibrated tempera-

ture and stabilized. The solenoid is then pulsed so as to position the speci-

men in front of the thermal radiator. The solenoid is activated with a pre-

set pulse duration so as to provide the desired time of specimen heating.

The specimen then drops into the firing position and the reverse motion

activates a microswitch which provides the launch system trigger pulse. This

trigger pulse immediately discha-ges the capacitor bank through the wire in

the shot assembly and launches the particle. The trigger pulse also activates

the high speed framing camera in order to obtain in-flight photographs of

the particle prior to impact. The sequence of events is the same for the

multiple particle thermal gradient tests. Each of the test fixtures can

expose a specimen to a predetermined thermal flux for pulse durations on the

order of 20 msec to minutes. However, for heating times less than 0.8

seconds, the heat pulse reduces to a sawtooth form.

The horizontal motion of the linear solenoid is converted to vertical

motion of the specimen by a mechanical linkage yielding a 5:1 amplification

between the solenoid movement and the specimen holder motion ýsee Figure 78).

The movement of the ihiti6lly cool specimen from its neutral position to the

-heating position or-from the heating position t6 the neutral position takes

about 0.1 second.- The associated rise and fall tinies of the heat pulse may

or may not be significant, depending on the selected heating time. The
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relatively fast entry and exit of the specimen to the heating position yield

a reasonably square heating pulse for pulse lengths greater than 0.5 second.

For a temperature of 22550K (3600 F), established at the specimen's surface

at the end of the heating pulse, it is estimated that there will be a

22°K (400F) reduction in temperature by the time the specimen drops to the

firing position. A position monitoring signal is available for recording

the total time that the specimen is in the heating position.

Note that the specimen does not have to be electrically conductive in

order to be heated by the thermal gradient test system. A graphite susceptor

is heated instead which in turn radiatively heats the specimen. Even ma-

terials such as fused quartz, which is 70% spectrally transparent below 3 Jim,

have been heated in such a fixture to a surface temperature of 1922 0 K (.3000'F).

An important use for the thermal gradient test system is the exposing

of heatshield specimens to thermal fluxes. Unlike the nosetip materials,

typical heatshield materials pyrolyze at temperatures lower than sublimation

temperature of carbon. Attempts to rapidly induce high uniform temperatures

within conductive heatshield materials lead to material explosions. Using

slow heating rates, or by means of the thermal gradient system, heatshield

specimens may be taken to high temperatures without catastrophic failure.

Portions of a heatshield that have been pyrolyzed completely leave just the

graphite structure known as char with a density about 20% less than the density

of unpyrolyzed virgin heatshield material. The difference in material strengths

between virgin and char material is significant, resulting in different ero-

sion responses for the virgin and charred materials. Figure 79 represents

a typical density profile in a heatshield material exposed to a heater at

2477 K for 10 seconds. Note that even though the heater was turned off so that

there was no net heat flux entering the heatshield at times later than 10 seconds.K
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pyrolysis is still present deep within the material up to a minute later.

A heater surface temperature of 24770K (40000F) corresponds to a heat

flux rate per unit area of 2 Megawatts/m2 (180 Btu/Ft 2-sec).

The open air linear solenoid thermal gradient test system is used

routinely in thermal experiments with heatshield materials. The closed en-

vironment thermal gradient test system can be used for higher heat flux

experiments for these materials. It is also known that the charring pro-

cess in heatshields is dependent on the surrounding ambient gaseous environ-

ment and again the closed environment thermal gradient system lends itself

in experimentally determining the atmospheric effects on char and its erosion

response. A sumnary of the ETI thermal radiator specimen position or capa-

bilities is presented in Table 26 below.

Table 26- THERMAL RADIATOR SPECIMEN POSITIONOR
CAPABILITIES

Specimen Dimensions Max. 5.08 cm square x 1.91 cm thick

Specimen Type Conductor or Non-conductor

Radiator Temperature 12550 K-38660 K (1800OF-6500°F1
Variable

Pulse Length 20 msec < T*

Angle of Incident 6 < 8 < 90n

Environment Up to 3310 0 K (5500°r1 in air, complete
temperature range in nitrogen

Specimen Instrumentation Imbedded thermocouples

Impacting particle Size 0.3 mm-l.0 n". diameter
velocity 0.31-5.5 km/sec
(l118 kfps)

*The maximum pulse duration is limited by the environmental
chamber's ability to withstand extended periods of operation
which depends primarily on the peak operating temperature
and radiator size.. However, normal operating periods are
limited to 1-2 minutes.
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5.2.2 Diagnostics

Diagnostic systems which are used in the ETI particle impact test

facility include active systems for dynamic measurements performed during

the test (e.g., particle velocity, impact time, particle integrity) and

passive systems for determining test parameters and results (e.g., particle

mass, particle diameter, mass loss, crater dimensions) as listed in Table

27 below.

Table 27 DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITIES

Measured Quantity Method Accuracy

Particle Diameter Microscope + 2%

Particle Mass Microbalance + llig

Mass Loss Microbalance + 5%

Impact Velocity Yraming Camera + 5%

Impact Simultaneity* Framing Camera + 10%

Impact Location (Aim) Laser Alignment 0.500 mm

*Simultaneity of impact for two particles

launched on a single test. I
High Speed Photography

Measurements of projectile velocity are typically performed on each

test using a high speed framing camera. The high speed camera which is used

for these m.easurements is a TRW Model 1D Image Converter with a 3-frame head. V

The camera is capable of recording at framing rates of 10 per second.

An exanple of a 3-frame photographic series of a particle in flight recorded ii

by the camera is presented in Figure So. The timing sequence for

control of the shuttering time, the firing time of the capacitor bank, and

the high intensity light source are provided by a variable time delay generator.
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In addition, an important advantage of high speed photography in particle

impact testing is direct visualization of the condition of the particle in

flight. Although the particle remains intact in a high percentage of the

tests, breakup will occur in some cases and it is important to be able to

clearly distinguish between the two conditions.

Pre-.Test and Post-Test Measurements

Passive diagnostics which are used on erosion tests include'size _id

mass measurements on both particle and specimen. The partixiAe* are examined

and measured with the microscope, and weighed on a micro-balance prior to

insertion in the erosion test assembly. Specimens are examined microscopicallx

and weighed before and after testing to determine extent of damage and mass

loss. Sectioning, polishing, and photomicrographic equipment is also used to

permit internal examination of the crater region of the specimen. Mass loss

due to particle impact is determined by both direct measurement and mercury

displacement techniques. Also, sections of test specimens for microradiography

can be taken to study sub-surface damage.

As an aid to the erosion modeling development, additional information

is obtained from the post-test specimen in terms of crater profiles. From i
such crater profiles, particular aspects of the crater geometrics can be

determined. Figures 81 and 82 are examples of crater profile data.

f *Temperature Measurements

For all heating experiments, temperatures are monitored with one or two

ICRON Series 2000 automatic optical pyrometers available at ETI. TemperaturesJ
are indicated visually on a meter. The stated accuracy of the meters is 0.3%

of full scale. The spectral response of the sensing unit of the optical

pyrometer is within the 0.7 - 0.97 1im band. The sensing unit responds to the
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radiative power falling onto a detector. The radiative power within the total

blackbody spectrum is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute tempera-

ture according to Stefan'c law. ThE IRCON pyrometer's narrow spectral re-

sponse makes it more sensitive to the temperature of the object's surface

being monitored than is indicated by Stefan's law. Vathematically

stated, the radiative power that falls within the spectral band of the sensing

detector is given by:

0. 9711

D =K f Cl X-S (exp (ch/kXT) -1)-' dX

0. 7V

The spectral band is narrow; therefore, the integral in the above Equation

can be approximated by:

ED = kX-5 eX ((exp(c 2/XT)-l)-' U

where: £ X = emissivity

S= average wavelength in the spectral band 0.834 ig

c = speed of light

h = Planck's constant

k = Boltzmann's constant

T = absolute surface body temperature

K = proportionality constant

PD = spectrally responsive power on the detector

C2 = constant = ch/k = l..4388 x 104°j0K

AX = 0.9 7 Um - 0.71m = 0.271m
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It can be shown that the fractional change in spectrally responsive power

on the detector, PD in terms of a fractional change in temperature, T, is

given by:

SL1exp i /XT) T

5.2.3 Erosion Test Results

A hyperve.Locity particle impact on a material leaves the material

with a discernible crater. This crater represents the region of mass

ejected due to the particle impact. Hence, test results that characterize

the erosion response of the material consist of various spatial dimensions

and quantity of mass removed. Specifically, the erosion response is expressed

in terms of either gravimetric or volumetric mass loss or crater volume.

The following two subsections contain descriptions of these two methods of I
expressions.

Volumetric Mass Loss or Volume Loss

A particular crater is measured volumetrically by filling the crater

volume with mercury (Hg). A special assembly is available that allows the

liquid mercury to be forcibly injected into the crater void such that the

large surface tension of mercury is overcome and hence, small crevices within

the crater that represent portions of the crater volume are filled with mercury,

The mercury volume represents the crater volume. The mercury volume is ob-

tained by measuring the mass of mercury on a microbalance and divid~ing this

3mass by the density of mercury (13.54 gm/cm ). The mass loss represented by

the crater -olume is calculated oy multiplying crater volume by the density

cf the material before ejection. Note that the density of material must be

known. This may be difficult in the case of a charring heatshield having a

IC6



"thin" char layer and hence, a density gradient. Volume losses rather than

mass losses rerresent primary measurement quanitities.

Gravimetric Mass Loss and Volume Loss

Gravimetric measurements entail mass measurements of an impact specimen

beiore and after a particle impact. Tne difference in measured masses, in many

cases, 7orresponds to the mass loss due to an impact. Of course, in the

case where the specimen is subjected to mass loss mechanisms other than

those due to the impact, one obtains the combined mass loss. This is the

case in the charring erosion tests. The mass loss represents the combination

of the particle impact, pyrolysis, and possibly ablation. In the case where

the mass loss is due solely to the particle impact, the gravimetric method

is useful. In the situation where crater volumes are small, the gravimetric

method is more accurate than the volumetric method. Extremely small craters

are difficult to completely fill with mercury because of the cambination of the

high surface tension of mercury and the comparatively high ratio of "brushlike

filaments" protruding at the crater surface to crater volume for small craters.

The crater volume is inferred from gravimetric data (if the density of

the expected material is known) by dividing the measured mass loss by the

assumed density.

Mass Loss and Volume Loss Ratios Nj

The primary quancities measured either volumetrically or gravimetrically

(mass or volume loss) are additionally buffered to yield experimental

quantitiez tl--t are meaningful for data interpretations. Two quantities

of interest are mass loss and volume loss ratios. The definitions for these
IN

quantities are: 
iA

G = mass loss -atio = Mass of crater material
Mass of impact particle
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If the density of the material and particle are pt and p , respectively,
t p

V the crater volume, and D the particie diameter, then the volume lossc p

ratio is given by:

oCrater Volume Loss
Impacting Particle Volume

V/- . D3

Note that G = pc/P
t p

Reporting Format

The tables contained within are usually partitioned into the following

colunuis.

- Test No./Specimen Number - The test number is assigned by Effects

Technology, Inc. to the specific impact test. The specimen number is

assigned to the specimens.

• -Speci men Density - If uncharted, the density is inferred by measuring

the width, length, height, and mass of the specimen. Some error results be-

cause the specimens are portions of a curved frustum and not rectangular blocks.

If charred, then the specimen density reported represents the assumed density

of char and not of the whole specimen. Note that this is reported even in the

case of a thin char layer test and henceforth, not a valid representative

density. The crater volume measured volumetrically is of more and valid

importance in this case. The density is usually reported in terms of grams

per cubic centimeter.

- Nominal Particle Diameter - The nominal diameter of the impacting

* particle. The particles are very close to being spherical. If this assumption

i': used, a more accurate estimate of the particle diameter is made by referring

L to the particle mass column and dividing this mass and quanitity by the particle
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density to obtain the particle volume and tnen cal~culate the diameter. For

glass and nylon, the respective densities are 2.54 and 1..14 grams per cubic

centimeter. The diameters are reported in unil:s of millimeters. Particle

type is usually indicated in this column, if no special note is found,I

the particle is glass; if nylon, it is so designated.

-Particle Impact Velocity - The impact speed inferred from the in-

flight framing camera pictures. Reported in units of kilofeet per second

a nd kilometers per second in parentheses.

- Specimen Test Temperatures - This column has some designation that

characterizes the specimen thermal state - the following expressions are

used:4

o 70 - Room temperature specimen ustvally uncharred
(degrees Fahrenheit)

o WX seconds @ 4000 F - The specimen impact surface is exposed

to a graphite heater (RF inductively heated) whose surface tempera-

ture is measured by an optical pyrometer to be 40000F (at anj

emissivity settingT equal to 1.0). The heater is stabilized at

a fixed temperature before che specimen is exposed to the heaterJ

for WX seconds aaM removed from the source of heat and impacted

within 0.1 seconds.

o Cold Char - A specimen preconditioned. The specimen is exposed ~o

0a graphite heater for 30 seconds at 4000 F and allowed to cool down

to room temperature.

-impact Angle - The angle of the irncoming particle with respect to

the surface. A normal impact is 900, a particle moving parallel to the

surface impacts at an angle of 0 degrees. Units are degrees.
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- Particle Mass - The measured mass of the impacting particle. Units

are milligrams.

- Gravimetric Mass Loss - The difference in mass measured of the impact

specimen before and after the impact event. Units are in milligrams. For

the charring erosion tests, the mass loss represents both impact and pyrolysis

mass loss; hence, not useful for extracting erosion data. However, this

data is useful when compared to charring predictions and to note consistency

amongst all charring tests of the same thermal state.

- Gravimetric Mass Loss Ratio - The ratio of the gravimetric mass loss

to the impacting particle mass.

- Volumetric Volume Loss - The mercury displaced volume of the impact

crater of the post-test impact specimen. units are in cubic millimeters.

- Volumetric Volume Loss Ratio - The ratio of the volumetric volume loss

to the impacting particle volume.

- Calculated Gravimetric Volume Loss - The gravimetrically measured mass

loss divided by the assumed target density. Units are in cubic millimeters.

- Calculated Gravimetric Volume Loss Ratio - The ratio of the calculated

gravimetric volume loss to particle mass divided by particle density.

- Profiled Crater Volume - The crater volume calculated by the crater

profile technique. Units are in cubic millimeters.
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5.2.3.1 Erosion Data

Tabular summaries of the erosion data are found in Table 28. This

table summarizes the erosive properties obtained on virgin and charred braided

rubber modified silica phenolic.

Although a volumetric mass loss was measured for Test E4361, a gravi-

metric masts loss measurement was not obtained due to an apperaturing problem

that allow-ad some hot aluminum plasma to deposit on the specimen.

Photomnicrographs of the resulting damage (crater) for each of the tests

are presented in Figures 83 through 89.

k
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Test No. E4361

4.o

D amaged Material
(Post-teSt, Pho)4~. ag -2.9x

impact Direction----*....

Damaged Material.
(Poet-test Photo)

Hag 7.5x

14,

Figure 83 Photomicro raphs of damage ressulting frcom a 1 mmn glass
sphere (10) impact at 8 kft/sec and 70 OF.
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Test No. E4362

'~ Virgin Material
(Pre-test Photo)

. ~ .Mag. -2.8x

impact Direction

Damaged Materia.i
(Post-test Phot(

Mag. 7.5x

ii mro 84 Pho tomicro graphs of damage resulting from a 1 m glass
sphere (100) impact at 8 kft/sec on material radiatively
charred for 30 sec at 4000 OF.
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Test No. E4363

Virgin Material
(Pre--test Photo)

'V Mkag. 2.-

I~mpact Direction---*

Damaged Materiaj

(Post-test Phot,

Hag. -7.5
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Figure 85 Pho tomi cro graphs of damage resulting from a 1 mm glass
sphere (100) impact at 3 kft/sec and 70 OF.
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Test No. E4364

'y'
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4

Virgin Material

(Pre-test Photo)

54 mag. -3. Ox

4'

Impact Direction .

Damaged Material
(post-test Photo)

mag. -2.75-x

Figure 86 Pho tomicro graphs of damage resulting from a 1 mm glass

sphere (100) impact at 8 kft/sec and 70 IF.
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Test No. E4365

Virgin Material
(Pre-test Photo)

\\w ,a 4Hag. -3. Ox

Impact Direction
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Damaged Materi&-.
(Post-test Phcoco;'

Mag. -2.7x

Figure 8
Fique 87Photomicro raphs of damage resulting from a I mm glass

sphere (10 )impact at 8 kflz/sec on material radiatively
charred for 30 sec at 4000 'F.
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Test No. E4366

AA11 Virgin Material

(Pre-test Photo)
Nag. -3.Ox

Impact Direction

Damaged Materiai
(Post-test Photo,

Mag. -2.7x

Figure 88 Pho tomicro graphs of damage resulting from a 1 mm glass
sphere (200) impact at 8 kft/sec on material radiativelv
charred for 30 sec at 4000 OF.
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Test No. E4367

~ ~ Virgin Maceria].

(Pre-test Photo)
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Impact Directi.'on--

Dama-ged Material
W (Post-test Photo)

Hag. - 2.9x

Figure 89 Pho tomicro graphs of damage resulting from a 1 mmglass
sphere (200) impact at 8 kft/sec on material radiatively
charred for 30 sec at 4000 0 F
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1i 5.3 Mechanical Properties

1.Two testing procedures were employed to obtain axial mechanical properties

representative of the braided ROSP material. These were:

o Axial Tensile

o Axial Flexure

The following sections describe the test procedures and results particular

to each.
k(

5.3.1 Axial Tensile Properties

Classical tensile prcperties can be termed as the tensile stress, the

tensile strain, and the tensile elastic modulus. The -aterial beina tested

is subjected to a uniaxial tensile load distributed uni~ormlv over the cross-

sectional area of the test section. This is written as:

a

Where

a = tensile stress in the axial direction

f = force actinq on specimen

a - initial cross sectional area of specimen

The tensile strain is defined as the axail deformation of a material

with respect to an original length when the material is subiected tc a

uniaxial tensile load listrihuted uniformly over the cross-sectional area

of the test section. This is written As,

AZ

Where

£ a tensile strain in the axial direction !

I .AL - linear cave length deformation i.n the
* axial dimension

0- original gage length axial dimension

• ]+L...... +""
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The tensile elastic modulus is defined as the ratio of the tensile

stress to tensile strain below the proportional limit when the material

is subjected to an uniaxial tensile load distributed uniformly over

the cross-sectional area of the test section. This is written as:

E -(3)£

The test apparatus used employs a stock Instron with a strain aage

network load cell. Strain is measured by bondina strain aacTes to the mace

length of the specimen and recording strain durina the test usina the

Instron strain gage amplifier. Figure 90 is a schematic of the test system.

TEN31LE LOAD CELL '

IN3TRON

- - __________ . __________ -LOAD CELL AMPLIFIER

TENSILE STRAIN GAGE -

SP0ECIMEN e

x- RECORDER

MOVING CNOSSPIEAO EOR

_ _- STRAIN GAG2 AMPLIFIER

Fiqure 90

TENSILE TEST APARATUS
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5.3.1.1 )Data Reduction & Results

The data is reduced to thzee paramerers:

1) Tensile stress at failure

2) Tensile strain at failure

3) Tensile modulus

Tensile stress at failure is calculated from Ecuation (1) where the

force actincg on the specimen is the load read from the x-v recordinq at

failure.

The tensile strain at failure is calculated from Eauation (2) where

AZ is the linear gage lencth deformation in the axial dimension at

failure.

SThe tensile elastic modulus is measured by takina a tancrent to the

initial straight line portion of the force/strain x-y recordina. The

modulus is calculated from:

I .. df I

E df) 1 (4)
dc a

Where

df
d tancent of force/strain initial curve

a - initial specimen cross-sectional area

The percent coefficient of variance is tyrically calculated for a set

of data to i.dicate the statistical uniformity of the information. This

is calculated as:

S~s 100x (5): : cv -

VC

Where

- (x i5x)
a' SX n-1

x - value of data r.oint
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Table 29 summarises the axial tensile properties obtained for the braided

rubber modified silica phenolic material tested at room temperature and 50•°'

5.3.2 Axial Flexural P'roperties

Three Point Flexure Properties - An instron mode! 1114 screw-driver

mechanical test machine, used in conjunction with a three point buam deflec-

tion fixture, was employed to determine shear strength. A schematic

representative of this flexure fixture is illustrated in Figure 91. The

load delivered by the fixture is monitored by a strain aaae network load

cell. The load cell output is then amplified and recorded versus beam

center deflection. Deflection v.as obtained by recording of dial naae

movement or LDVT signal output.

Load Cell

- z Specimen

LVDT
Transducer amp

X-Y Recorder

LVDT Amp

Fiaure 91

FLEXUR.E APPARATUS

Ultimate flexural strength is calculated by the following ecuation:

MC
I

Where

a - ultimate flexure strength (psi)
OL

M - maximum applied bending moment (in.-lbs.)

C maximum height of material from neutral axis (in.)
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TABLE 29

BRAIDED RUBBER MODIFIED SILICA PHENOLIC
AXIAL TENSILE PROPERTIES

Test Temp. Propert Units Value

75 0 F Modulus 106 psi 0.6

Ultimate Strength i0, psi 1.8*

Strain % 0.6

500°F Modulus 106 psi 0.2

Ultimate Strength 101 psi 0.9*

Strain % 0.7

* Failures Intra Laminar

1i8
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Table 30 summarizes the axial flexural properties obtained for the

braided rubber modified silica rhenolic material tested at room temperature

and 5000 F.

5.4 Thermal Prorerties

Two testing procedures were employed to obtain thermal properties

representative of the braided RMSP materials. These include:

o Hoop Thermal Expansion

o Thermal Conductivity

The section following describe the test procedures and results particular

to each.

5.4.1 Hoop Thermal Expansion

Diametral Thermal Expansion Property - Circumferential thermal expansion

is defined as the change in circumference per unit inilial circumference,

when a cylindrical object is heated-over a specified temperature range.
Because some materials are anisotropic, it is necessary to measure the

circumferential thermal expansion of cylindrical marts sampled as hoops.

In order to measure this property, three parameters must be examined:

the initial circumference, the change in circumference, and the temperature

of the material during that change. This techniaue measures the chance

in diameter of the hoop in order to calculate the chance in circumference.

The diameter of the hoop is measured to the nearest .001 inch using

calipers traceable to NBS, and periodically calibrated bv F!I (".C. The

change in diameter is detected by an LVDT (at three to six locations),

which can detect a change in diameter o4 less than 4x10-5 inch. The temnera-

ture of the hoop is measured using a thermocouple or an Ircon infrared

radiometer.
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TABLE 30

BRAIDED RUBBER MODIFIED SILICA PHENOLIC
JkXIAL FLEXURAL PROPERTIES

Test Temp. Property Uni• Value

0I

75°F Ultimate Strength i0• psi 3.7

So 5 F Ultimate Strength lO, psi 1.1

18
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The material's characteristic is simulated usina the followino ecua-

tion:

AD,
DAT

Where

' diametral thermal expansion coefficient ir.
in. o-1

AD - chanqe in diameter (in.)

D - diameter (in.)

AT - change in temperature

The scope of this task included the diameter thermal expansion of three

hoop specimens in the range of PT-250C (482 F).

Thermal expansion was measured by a recording quartz dilatometer.

The technique is illustrated in Figure 92. The specimen was run in air.

The heating time for each run was approximately two hours.

Table 31 lists room temperature dimensions of the thermal expansion

4
hoop specimens, before and after the tests. As indicated, one hoop speci-

men each of three heiahts was investigated: 1/2 inch, 3/4 inch, and 1 inch.

The table also shows percent changes in the dimensions, resultinq from

the heating cycle to slightly over 2500C for these tests.

Figure 93 is a composite of the thermal expansion curves for the three

hoops, identified by hoop length. In all cases, expansion is evident up

to at least 150°C, above which contraction accompanies apparent transforma-

tions in the materials.

5.4.2 Thermal Conductivity

Thermal conductivity was measured by a steady-state, comparative

technique, using Pyroceram 9606 as the heat-flow meter (see ricure 94).

The runs were made under static air.
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TABLE 31

DIMENSIONS OF THERMAL EXPANSION
HOOP SPECIMENS

1.
Ring Identification

"1/2" 3/4" 1"

Dimension LE-1495 LE-1498 LE-1499

OD, in:
Before 8.808 8.810 8.814
After 8.804 81808 8.808
Change, % -0.045 -0.023 -0.068

ID, in:
Before 7.801 7.779 7.791
After 7.803 7.798 7.802
Change, % +0.026 +0.244 +0.141

Length, in:
Before 0.505 0-.7533 1.0028
After 0.499 0.7505 1.0005
Change, 4 -1.188 -0.372 -0.229

Weight, 9:
Before 158.6 238.8 316.3
After 151.4 226.8 303.1
Change, ' -4.54 -5.03 -4.17

ii Ii
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In this test, a resistance heater introduces a heat flow through the

specimen and then to a heat flow detection meter. This meter is constructed

with integral guard cylinders to inhibit non-axial (with respect to the

specimen) heat flow. It is assumed that the central section of the

apparatus collects all the heat which passes through a similar section of

the specimen. Adjacent to the meter, a liquid gas cooled heat sink is

located.

Under steady-state conditions, the conductivity of the specimen is

determined by the following expression:

= qAX/AAT

Where

• = thermal conductivity

q = heat flow rate

A = specimen cross-sectional area

AX = axial distance between temperature
measuring points

T= temperature difference alona AX

The value of \ is the average thermal conductivity which corresponds

to the average of the two temperatures along AX. The value of q is de-

termined by the heat flow meter using a form of the preceeding equation.

Tables 32, 33, anC 34 present results of the thermal conductivity measure-

ments on two specimens of the silica pl •nolic. Tables 32 and 33 present

primary data on two disk specimenr., nominally three inches in diameter,

by one-half inch thick. Table 34 lists additional values measuredA on the

0 0second specimen, to explore the range above 250 C (482 F). in all cases,11 the values are listed in the order measured; each measurement involved a

heat soak of about two hours at the indicated temnperpture. The Table 34

data illustrate attempts co identify permanent changes in transport
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TABLE 32

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BRAIDED RMSP

SPECIMEN 1

Temper ature, Conductivity,
C Wm- C-1

75 0.338

140 0.360

210 0.356

74 0.345

174 0.358

268 0.381

103 0.336
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TABLE 33

THER•AL CONDUCTIVITY OF BRAIDED RMSP

SPECIMEN 2

Temperature, Conductivity,
C Wm-_C-_

76 0.327

1125 0.339

193 0.357

232 0.365

"26'7 0.375

.171 0.354

76 0.321
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I
TABLE 34

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF BPAIDED RMSP

SPECIMEN 2, EXTENDED TEMPERATURE RANGE

Temperature, Conductivity,
C Wm- C-1

67 0.330
78 0.348

138 0.353

190 0.381
194 0.380
228 0.3e8

230 0.348
ill 0.349
237 0.390

66 0.332
231 0.389

65 0.350

230 0,383
266 0.371
330 0.383

395 0.361
199 0.J29
511 0.373

588 0.450
696 0.418
280 0.337

612 0.303
734 0.523 I
735 0.557
322 0.391
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characteristics, through repeat measurements at low temperature followinq

I-, measurements in the range above 250 C. Althouqh data were recorded as hiqh

as 735 0 C (1355 0 F), no clear trend relacing conductivity to heat-treatment

could be defined. Figure 95 summarizes the data presented in Tables

i 32, 33, and 31.
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I

j 6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This program has resulted in the successful fabrication of ablative

heatshield materials using braided silica and glass tapes. Both cylinders

and frusta shapes were manufactured using rubber-modified-silica-phenolic

tapes (RMSP) obtained by braiding E-glass yarn into a flat braid design, and

* subsequently leaching the glass into silica using an acid digestion and heat

treating process. Tubular glass braids (i.e., glass phenolic) were also

successfully manufactured and used for tapawrapping both cylinders and sub-

scale frusta.

Test and evaluation of materials fabricated with braided prepreg have shown

that similar or improved properties were obtained with the exception of

mechanical characteristics.

Ablation test conditions were selected on the basis of anticipated flight

environment and test conditions in which RMSP materials fabricated

from conventional bias-cut tapes had been previously preformed. Figure 96

illustrates a comparison of recession rate for conventional bias RMSP versus

braided RMSP where test conditions were the same. It can be seen that the

ablation response of the material constructions are very similar.

Erosion testing indicated that the volumetric mass loss of braided RMSP was

similar to other elastomeric modified phenolic reinforced heatshield materials.

A bar chart of normalized volumetric loss ratios is presented in Figure 97. The

performance of rubber modified materials is relatively poor as compared to other

ablative heatshields, but the response of the braided construction was similar

to other elastomeric resin reinforced materials.

A comparison of hoop thermal expansion characteristics between bias RMSP versusI.
braided RMSP is shown in Figure 98. These tests were conducted on identical

specimen sizes to eliminate differences due to circumferential yarn length effects.
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It can be seer. that the brailed material had a significantly lower percent

expansion. Howevax, it is felt that this difference resulted from the low

resin content and high fiber volume of the braided material.

j The low resti, cuntent in the braided PMSP, specifically the lack of resin

penetration into the fiber bundles, was responsible for the poor mechanical

• properties exhibited by t1-3 braided U4SP. Table 35 lists a comparison of

mechanical properties between the braided and bias RMSP materials.

TABLE 35

Axial Tensile and Flexure Properties of Braided
and Bias WISP

Axial Flexure Properties

Temperature (OF) Property Units Braid 45* Bias

iF Strength 103 psi 3.7 12.7

500OF Strength 10 psi 1.1 1.2

Acial Tensile Properties

6756F Modulus 10 psi 0.6 1.1

75oF Strength 103 psi 1.8 5.4

Examination of specimen failure indicated that 45* bias tape materials

failed interlaminar (i.e., between the plies of tape) while the braided materials

failed intralaminar (i.e., failure was in the tape) due to the lack of resin

present in the yarn bundles.

Additional efforts are required to further develop the manufacturing tech-
i ~nology for fabricating heatshield materials using braided tapes. Two issues

remain unresolved. First, the resin content of the fabricated laminates must be

increased and the potential yarn damage must be further investigated in the
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braided tape. These issues i;-e interrelated in that low resin content was the

result of very high yarn packing in the braid. The high yarn packing resulted

tom the leaching process required to convert the glass to silica where signifl-

cant shrinkage occurred. The braid design selected for demonstration we,

based on three tial samples. To furter develop the technology for braided

materials, optimization of the initial braid design and characterization of the

leaching process effects are required.

The technology developed on the program is not limited to just silica or

glass reinforced materials. Any material which can be handled on standard

comnercial braiding equipment can be braided.

Cost savings may be realized from the application of braiding. Asaessment

of manufacturing costs indicates that a 5% to 20% savings can be achieved. These

savings are the result of eliminating the fabric slitting and stitching operations

required for bias materials. Additional cost savings can be realized from

reduced scrap. Braided material can be fabricated to very narrow tape widths

thus eliminating excess material which must be machinced from the final heatshield

product.

Further work is required to establish the technology for braided heatshield

materials. The efforts conducted in this program have demonstrated that braiding

can provide cost benefits plus the ability to manufacture continuous tapes with

a balanced conp.@ruction. The foundation for braiding manufacturing technology

has been established in this program. The results substatiate further technology

development.
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